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SD: I just wanted to get a bit of personal history from~u 7 first, 

can you tell me when you were born,and your name? 

AF: My name is Alma, E.dulds, I was bocn January the l8'th, 191S. 

SD: And, where were you born? 

AF: I was born ) Saskatchewan, in ,·the midst of 

an ethnic se:ttlement, where all the Austrians ·settled, /at one 

time, I started school when I was eight-and-a-half years old, 

I only knew two words in English, one was "yes" and o·ne w a;; 

"no", but I didn't know when to use them (laughs)because I 

didn't know the questions I was being asked! 

SD: That could get you into a bit of trouble! 

AF: It was a little difficurt! 

SD: And, how long did you live there? 

® I lived there until I was fourteen years of age. And then my 

ptrent$ere moving to Manitoba, and I was desperate to complete 
I 

my Grade 8, so, I bargained with a woman who needed help,and 

I offered to work for her for nothing, as long as I got free 

board and room, so I could complete' Grade 8, because it seemed 

very important to me, to finish Grade 8. And then, after the 

three months were up, I wrote my Grade 8 exams, my parents 

picked me up, and I lived at (Shellmouth? ) Manitoba after 

that. And went to high school there. 

SD: So you stayed on in the community that you grew up in? 

AF: No, I moved away from the community I grew up in to~out 

thirty miles further away. Where it was no longer an ethnic 

/ 
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AF: (cont'd) settlement it was a WASP settlement . 

SD: Your parents, did they own a farm? 

AF: Yes, they were farmers. My father was an immigrant from 

) , my mother came from Austria. 

SD: Did you work on the farm? 

AF: Yes, as a child, I worked on the farm. My father was very 

bright, but he was illiterate, and one day when I came home 

from school, and said, "Guess what I learned at school today, 
~~,-~~~,,"written 

Mr. Miller said that Moses couldn't \paveipossibly'(\the Bible 
·-...,~-~=-"-•'~' ·' ,. 

because it describes his funeral (laughing helplessly) and 

so,and he said, Bertrand Russell said,"and my father had 

never heard of Bertrand Russell, I was nearly taken out of 

school then and there! You know, because I was learning 

dangerous things. Except that we were bei~g paid to go to 

school, because school districts had imposed the tax to take 

care of a bus service, that they never provided, so's, each 

child in each family was paid a certain rate to go to school 

every day in lieu of the bus service. 

SD: So, it was in their interest to keep you in, to let you continue. 

AF: To let me go to school. My father was really very concerned, 

because he, my father was very bright, but he was illiterate, 

and he was very much afraid that his children would grow a'I!IJaY 

from him if they had too muah .education. I don't know why 

I'm telling you these horrible personal things •.. 

SD: It's important in terms of why people actually end up being 

union members, and interesting ... so, you went back to your 

family 1;:;.farm? 

AF: Yes 
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SD: And what did you do after you stayed there for a while? 

AF: I completed Grade 11, and, that vvas the end of the school 

in ( Manitoba. I wanted very much to be 

a nurse, and, I had marvellous recommendations from my high 

school principal, and I was accepted at St. Bonifacefuspital. 

Which was really where I wanted to be accepted, but, it Wffi 

going to take sixty dollars to provide for the uniforms, the 

white shoes, the hose, the wrist watch, the thermometer, the 

alarm clock, and all the rest of it. And, so my mother asked 

the man who held the mortgage to my father's farm, and who 

was also the local employment officer, if he could ;find&ork 

for me so I could earn this sixty dollars. The going wage 

at that time for house maids was five dollars a month. 

Eventually, fJir. Boulton.wrote back and said, 

I have discussed your daughter's aspirations with my wife, 

and she has agreed to take her in, and teach her how to do 

housework, and in addition, will pay her three dollars a 

month. So I went. I cried bitterly. I didn't want to go, 

but after all, I was German Lutheran and the 

man held the mortgage to my father's farm. And so, I borrowed 

the dollar twenty for the train fare from my grandmother, who 

was the only one in the family who had money, and I went to 

Russell, Manitoba, and I worked there for a month and"five days, 

I end'ed up with kidney trouble, because I slept in a bedroom 

that was not heated, with a two-inch matress, and was asked 

to clear the skating rink, just after I got over the flu, 

and, in a month and five days, I came home, and, paid~ 

grandmother back, and had a dollar eighty left over. 
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SD: So, had you actually planned to work there for two years and 

make the sixty dollars, and go to school? 

AF: No,no, I thought, no, I had not planned to work there at all. 

It was a very British family. Every night, the, grandfather 

in the family had been involved in the Louis Riel rebellion, 

and every night after supper, the story was told tofue sons, 

and I always thought it was wonderful indoctrination. The 

grandfather was captured by the Louis Riel forces. And was 

imprisoned, and, when he was asked what he would wish, because 

he was going to be hung in the morning, he asked for a bath, 

a shave and a glass of wine. And at that point, Mr. Boulton 

would pause and say, to the sons, " And why would he ask for 

that?" And they both answered, "Because he wanted to'die like 

a gentleman." And the· father would ( ) . And I 

thought, what a marvellous way of indoctrinating kids! He 

wanted to die like a gentleman. He didn't die like a gentleman 

because during the night a man and a white horse came riding 

along and threw a rock through the jail house window, that 

contained a file, and was able to file his way outcr prison, 

and lived to tell the tale, and became part of the history of 

Manitoba. This is where the Bonnycastles and the Boultons and 

quite a few famous people come from. So, it was an interesting 

experience, it was a very different way of life from the type 

of life we had, I, when I came home·, I reported to my mother, 

"and, another thing, mama, Mrs. Boulton sits and knits on 

Sunday." My mother was a Lutheran, and had never 

she was for ever behind, but it was impossible to sew a button 

on on Sunday, or knit! My mother decided if God didn't strike 
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AF: (cont'd) Mrs. Boulton dead, He wouldn't strike dead~ and, 

(laughs) and from then on, she knitted on a Sunday! From 

then on, Sundays became less sacred. But what it also did 

to me, it,aroused, a real questioning of , was this right, 

what had happened to me? I felt I had been taken advantage 

of. And was it right for people who had the power to 

control other people's lives, to take advantage of them, 

because they belonged to another class, and possibly had 

less education, and were less intelligent. I alwaysvas very 

conscious of that. This is where I first started questioning. 

I never questioned at home 'cuz, we were not, we not taught 

to question anything. We accepted. 

SD: So your family, your father was never involved in any of 

the farmer's movements, or ... 

AF: No. No, my, both sides of my family were Liberals, because 

they had been brought in during the Sifton immigration, 

and they were taught that if it was the Liberals that had 

saved them from poverty in Europe and given them a chance 

in Canada, and therefore as long as they lived it was 

their duty to vote Liberal. That was very specific. 

SB: What was the next step in your life? You were at home again, 

you'd been working as a domestic ... 

AF: Yes, and,the next step in my life, I was offered a job at 

five dollars a month. At ( Manitoba. 

For a woman who was totally crippled, and, lived with her 

son. So, I worked for five dollars a month, during the 
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(cont'd) summer-time when I did the garden I got seven dollars 

a month, and when it became autumn and I helped withthe haying, 

I got nine dollars a month. I was going to get to the Hospital 

faster than I thought. The day before I was to go in for my 

examination with Dr. McKenzie, that the Hospital had requested, 

I became ill, and I eventually spent three months in bed. With 

kidney trouble. Which is a very elegant ailment when you're 

nineteen years of age. I was, it was before the days of 

anti-biotics, and it was touch and go. For a long time. Then 

when I, after three months, when I finally got up, it took 

me nearly a year to recove~, 1 and, at that point I had loaned 

my father the eighteen dollars I had saved to help his taxes, 

and the hospital was no longer interested ·in me because there 

were a great many girls interested in becoming nurses, and 

there was no way that they were going to take the chance with 

someone that had been seriously ill. 

SD: Do you remember what year this was, around? 

AF: It must have around '35. OK, while I was working there, '34 

or .'35, I don't , I would have to figure it out. While I 

was working there, there was a little Scottish woman called 

Mrs. Bennett. 

SD: This was at the Maxwell's 

AF: Martwell. 

SD: Martwell. 

AF: Martwell. Martwell was a Swedish settlement. Came out and 

talked to me in the fields, she was a great friend of the 

woman that I worked for, but she also had a feeling for me, 

and she said, '' Alma, I don't know whether you've heard what's 
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AF (cont'd) happening in the world, but, the, CCF have, had a 

convention, and, a, there's this Regina Manifesto, and if 

it ever got into power, you wouldn't have any trouble going 

to nursing school, because they're gcing to see that there's 

free education. There's going to be all kinds of wonderful 

things happen if and when the CCF get into power." And for 

totally selfish reasons, I immediately became enamoured of 

the idea that there was~another way to run the world. That, 

there were people that really wanted to go to school could 

have a chance to go to school. She talked about free tuition, 

free education, going to university, it was just a marvellous 

idea to me. Really. 

SD: It must haved seemed pretty far away from what you were 

experiencing. 

AF: Well, certainly. At that time I was, my world sort of 

began and ended about fort:}l miles away from home. I'd 

never been to a big city. But it was, it was, such. a great 

expression of hope. So that long before I was old enough 

to vote, I knew exactly how I was going to vote. And she 

was spokesman for the CCF in that part of Saskatchewan. 

SD: When you recovered, 

""' AF: I worked there, and then I worked at~number of places. And, 

then, eventually, I went to Winnipeg. I still,continued doing 

housework. There was no way to get out of that rat race. You 

could never save enough money. Especially when you had younger 

sisters,that you wanted to send dresses to. There was just no 

way of saving money. The woman that I worked for was the wife 

of the, man, that, was in control of Winnipeg electorate, and 
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AF: (cont'd) she offered to sponser me to Saint Boniface Hospital, 

and pay, but they, at that time, there was still a surplus of 

applicants, and because I had been seriously ill, thereras no 

way that I would be accepted. 

SD: Was that surplus because of depression conditions? 

AF: Partly, and partly because at that time there were only two 

vocations that were open to girls. One was teaching, and the 

other was nursing. So there was always surplus in either 

case. 

SD: Was there any other work you could have gotten, other than 

domestic work? 

AF: Not that I was aware of. It might have been possible to try 

clerking, but ~there was no need for clerking help in my 

home town. And to consider clerking and paying board and 

room was an impossible thing too. So, I did housework. 
any 

SD: As a woman doing housework, did you haveAcontact with other 

domestic workers? 

AF: Yes, yes, we had a little, what did we call ourselves? I 

forget. We had a little group that we used to meet,and we'd 

go to church together, and we'd go to parks together. 

SD: Did you talk about your working conditions at all? What you, 

were there any shared complaints? 

AF: There were comparisons, but I think basically, we accepted that 

this was the way it was, there was little difference, one from 

the other, There was no con~erted effort, there was no talk 

about,"things have got to be changed," "it's not fair thaiwe 

have to get up at seven o'clock in the morning and work 'til 

eleven at night, and only have half-a-day off in the week, 
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AF: (cont'd) and have to be home at eleven o'clock thatnight," and 

this type of thing. "It's not fair that I should be ironing 

the sheets of a college girl who can afford to strip her bed, 

every night if she wishes to entertain ~nether girlfriend, and 

! have to iron the sheets wet so they look like linen tablecloths." 
never 

We never questioned those kinds of things. WeAquestioned eating 

in the kitchen. And not necessarily getting the same meals as 

the people did in the dining room. I don't think we, we, we 

weren't rebels, we, we wondered, I suppose, but there was no, 

organization of any, kind. I got married in September the 25th 

of 1940, and my husband went overseas, in December of 1940. 

Did I say 1950? 

SD: I 40. 

AF: '40. My husband went overseas in 1940. And I was still doing 

housework, and then eventually, I went to work at the Manitoba 

club. 

SD: Can I just ask you a question before this? When you and your, 

other, I guess other women who worked as domestics,when you'd 

think about your futures, you had at one point wanted to. be 

a nurse, that wasn't going to be a possibility, whatdLd you 

think of as the way out? Did you ever think of a way out of 

domestic work? 

AF: No.~o, no. It didn't seem possible. The highest, the most 

I was ever paid was seventeen dollars a month. It didn't seem 

possible to be able save up enough money to, consider, continuing 

my education. And because, I 'd been seriously ill,and the 

Hospital wasn't going to risk me, I, I didn't see any way out. 

SD: Did most girls think about marriage as 
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AF: Yes. I think so. That was the ultimate end. It wasn't 

something they aimed for, they took it for granted that 

eventually they would become married. 

SD: OK, so here we are, 1940, and you're still doing housework. 

AF: Then I started working at the Manitoba Club, and that was 

an experience in itself. Because, Manitoba Club had never 

employed women, but because of, the, shortage of men, they 

SD: 

AF: 

suddenly had to employ women waitresses, and then eventually, 

they had to employ women bus girls, and, it was an other world. 

What was the Manitoba Club? 

OK, you'd have to look it up in, the Acquisitors, Ijust read 

it the other day. (laughs) (From there ?) Manitoba Club, I 

think was founded by Colonel Reilly, it was a very snob club. 

Women had to come in a side door, when they eventually allowed 

women to come into the Manitoba Club, they had to come in the 

side door, when they,had, Princess Alice, come there, there 

was a great foofaraw, they put the red carpet down the front 

door steps, but only Princess Alice could come in the front 

door, all the other women had to come in the side door, the 

women were not allowed in certain portions of the Club, and, 

it was a very snobbish, establishment club, and allkinds of 

interesting things took place the~e. For instance, it was at 

the Manitoba Club that the deal was made with John Bracken (sp?) 

who was at that time the Progressive premier of Manitoba, 

to head the Conservative party, and the price the Conservative 

party had to pay was to put the word Progressive in front of 

the word Conservative. And that's why today we have PC's, instead 
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AF: (cont'd) of, plain Conservatives. It was, we were the waitresses, 

but we were very nosey, waitresses. And they had one table in 

the Manitoba Club, where all the lawyers sat, and bounced the 

cases off each other, and that table was the best waited-on 

table in the whole Manitoba Club, because, we always wanted 

to hear what was going on, even though it was none of our 

business. At that time, men used to register their sons the 

moment they were born. As members of the Manitoba Club. But 

I read in'the Acquisitors, the other day that they're no 

longer doing it, it is not as, what, what is the word that 

I'm looking for? It's no longer as desirable as it used to 

be. And now a lot of people join, men join the Manitoba Club 

because if you join one club in Canada, it gives you entrance 

into the posh clubs in Calgary, like the Petroleum Club, and all 

the rest of it, and so ... it's a different type o~hing.But 
the night that John Bracken became leader of the Conservative 

Party, we used to have boarders at the Manitoba Club, you 

know, old gentlemen that had no family, and they lived there, 

and they ate breakfast, lunch and dinner there, in the Green 

Room, which was a private little dining room, and so, of 

course, as waitresses , who waited on them all the time, they 

treated us like human beings, and they liked to talk to us. 

And so, on the night that John Bracken became the leader of 

the Conservative Party, and I was vaguely becoming a litlle 

bit interested in politics, I breezily asked Major Moore, 

how he felt about this. Major Moore ha~ been in the South 

African war, and he was a renegade, when all the world, was 

admiring , Winston Churchill, Major Moore would sit ther,and 
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AF: (cont'd) huff and puff, in his asthmatic way, and said, "And 

I knew him in the South African war, and I've neve~orgiven 
him for refering us, to us as the "Colonials", and he's 

nothing but a stuffed (coon?), he was one then, and~he•s 

still one today." You know, that didn't go over in the Manitoba 

Club. But when I asked him, how he felt about John Bracken, 

becoming leader of the Conservatives, and the Conservatives 

now being Progressive Conservatives, he raised himself up 

like this, and I always thought it was such a dramatic moment, 

and he was so asthmatic, that he had this gorgeous deep voice, 

and he said,"I would have rather gone down to defeat forever 

than to lower ourselves by adding Progressive to our glorious, 

name," you know arid he went on and on. He thought it was the 

end of the world. So, I found the Manitoba Club very interesting.· 

Also learned a lot about how the upper, the upper 400 lived. 

That's where I had my first trade union experience. W~eren't 
organized~ And, there was a difference between thfaitresses 

in the ladies'section of the Manitoba Club and the waitresses 

in the men's section. The ladies' section had sensible working 

hours, from 12 noon, to 8 pm. The waitresses .in the upper 

section, had three different shifts, through the month. They 

had the early morning shift, the afternoon shift and the 

evening shift, which woulc;l on'til twelve o'clock. And suddenly, 

management decreed that the downstairs waitressesw:mld come 

upstairs and also be. on those three shifts. And therev..as a 

big protest. So, they decided that what we should do is 

invite Mr. ) in our dressing room, and put 

it to him that management was being very unfair. I was 
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AF: (cont'd) not concerned because I didn't care whether I had 

evenings off, .~because my husband was overseas, but the 

downstairs waitresses, who had been used to having dates 

in the evening were very concerned about it. And so,it 

was sort of a very confused, thing, what were, what were 

we really talking about? What we were really talking about 

I realized eventually, was that the downstairs waitresses 

didn't want to work nightshift. The :~same as the upstairs 

waitresses. As an:'.upstairs waitress, I was not interested. 

But when Mr. ) finally came into the room, and 

had his cup of tea, and wondered what, why he had the .honour 

of being invited to ; our dressing room, one of the downstairs 

waitresses said, "Alma will tell you." So, Alma, doesn't care 

about, doesn't know why this such great thing, stuttered and 

stammered throught the whole thing, and told Mr. 

how unreasonable we thought he was, to impose different 

working conditions from which they were, had been hired. So 

the downstairs waitresses won their point. I don't know 

whether I won anything. I was the spokesman without knowing 

why I was really the spokesman. 

SD: You got drafted. 

AF: Ya, oh it was funny. Dumb! I'm sure they could have,been 

much more vocal than I could have been. Anyways, he was 

persuaded. And I think the thing was, and I discovered, 

that you could talk to management, and it wasn't the end 

of the world. That management didn't eat you up. I'isure 

it must be very hard for you two liberated girls to think 
. 

how could those clutzy women of that day, have been so in-
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AF: (cont'd)doctrinated, but women didn't speak up, women didn't 

argue. Certainly servants didn't argue much. Didn't do 

any bargaining with management in any way. 

SD: Was that because of fear, or, training? 

AF: I don't remember being so fearful, but I remember thinking, 

just never questioning it. It was just sort of indoctrinated. 

Whether we were fearful or not, it just simply wasn't done. 

Especially because we were German Lutherans, and the father 

was definately the head of the family. Now some of those 
I 

women were from different ethnic groups, there were/Hungarians, 
' 

there were, Scandanavians, there were Scottish, there were 

English, but I think, basically, children of working class 

families, tended to be obedient, really. 

SD: So you went from a sort of very, in some ways, very authoritaxian 

family structure to an authoritarian work work situation .... 

AF: Yes. I think that's a good way to have said it. 

SD: You had your, you had this experience with, in a sense organiz-

ing and speaking, what happended after that, did you continue 

to work there? 

AF: Yes, I continued to work there. And, then when my husband 

came back from overseas, and we were expecting our first 

child, then we moved to North Kildonan. And my husband 

worked there, for two, he was invalid at home with arthritis, 

and eventually my parents, who had moved out to British 

Columbia,· wrote and said that Oliver (?) is a great place for 

arthritics, so we moved out here. 

SD: What year was that? 
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SD: In the '40's here, did you start to work, did you get ajob. 

AF: I worked in the cannery, in , it must have been '46 '47, or 

'47 I '48. I'm not quite sure what years. It was a very 

part time job, in the cannery. 

SD: Can you describe it? 

AF: (Laughs) WoTking in the cannery is a very hot, messy, and wet 
I 

job! OK, if you take this off the tape recorder, Jjdon't think, 

the health inspector would come around, we had to stem the 

cherries, and quite a few women wore gloves, and you're stemming 

the cherries, and any cherries that weren't perfect for canning, 

would go on a ) belt, and these would go, well 

the very bad ones were thrown through a slot, to a trough 

that carried them outside. But, the not-so-bad ones.~ould 

go on another belt, and they would go in the jam barrel . And 

in that jam barrel, I think one million fruit flies had a 

party every day. But they would pour this stuff on, to bleach 

the cherries, the cherries would be shipped to thefactories 

in Vancovuer, and they'd make this absolutely gorgeous cherry 

jam, and we could never figure out how they got it past the 

health inspector, because thos fruit flies were there all 

time. It was gaggy. But the fruit that came out of (laughs) 

?: This has changed my relationship with jam completely for the 

rest of my life! 

AF: I don't think it goes that way in ever:y jam factory, because 

the Doukhobors used to make the most gorgeous strawberry jam. 

But there were all kinds of funny things went on, this was 
an 

primarily in Aylmer cannery, but/1Aylmer cannery doesn't only 
' 

can for Aylmer's. It cans for all kinds of different'labels. 
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AF: (cont'd) that you would see. But we were very happy people 

working there. We were terribly happy to be ·earning· money, 

and there was a lot of, we had a lot of Doukhobor people 

there, and they would sing beautifully, and we' d~·talk 

endlessly, and we stood for nine hours a day, and ,at the 

end of the day, you were like a long legged, stork,you didn't 

know where to put your legs anymore, you know, they, 'cause 

you couldn't move, you were at this cutting, table. There, 

I was a shop steward. There, I became elevated to ashop 

steward. I'd gone to my first meeting, I'd been invited, I'd 

been told that there was a union, and that I should come. 

And that was when I had worked in the packing house during 

packing time, which didn't last very long, it was always 6nly for 

a week or so, and asked the woman, what .'.was the union all 

about· 'cause I really didn't know. And she said, "Well, you 

come there, and, then they will decide on whether or not you 

can become a member. You have to swear an oath, and so on and 

so forth, and they will decide whether they will initiate you." 

And I thought, that'll be the frosty Friday, when ~o there 

and let them decide whether they want me or not. I don't think 

I want to go. However, I did go, and the very first night, it 

was just like, (whole wheat???), I thought, this iseKactly 

where I belong. They talked about justice, and, you know, 

working conditions, and what our goals should be, and so I 

immediately became a shop steward. I was a shop steward at the 

cannery. 

SD: Did you get elected, or did you, how did ... ? 
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AF: I was more or less appointed~ I think. 

SD: By the unio~ 7 

AF: By the union. And my friend was co-appointed with me. And 

during our recess breaks, at the cannery, we went around and 

we organized everybody. We learned to sing 

over the Doukhobors, so they liked. us, and (laughs) .I think 

you must be, sophisiticated, you must think they were nuts ? 

And, I had a smattering of German, we had a great many im-

migrants from the Baltic States, Latvia, Estonia, and so on 

and so forth, and I would go over and chat with them, and 

they all signed up. And then one day, and we would hand out 

copies of the agreement, and then one day, one of the im-

migrants came to me and said, "I see by looking here in this 

book, it says, that with our payche"ques, v.1e shall receive 
J 

a statement, stating the deductions that have been made, 

and why." And, I looked at it, and, sure enough it said that. 

I hadn't ever worried about it, I'd just taken it for granted 

that they knew what they were doing. So, anyway, I went to 

the chief shop steward at the cannery, and I said, "Roy, you 

know, the women are complaining, for one thing we're working 

five minutes overtime, the bell never goes, at the end of the 

last fruit dump, the bell goes, and the last fruit is dumped, 

and then as it goes down the line,"I said,"they're gaining 

five minutes every morning and five minutes every night, because 

the bell goes early in the morning, and goes later at night, 

and I don't think it's fair, and secondly, the women are com-

plaining because they don't have this deduction slip with their 

pay cheques." And he was a very impatient man, and he yelled 
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AF: (cont'd) at me, and I thought I would learn from him, how 

you go about filing a grievance, and just 1 then the manager 

came by, and , Roy ( ) yelled to the (wash?) manager 

and said "Roy, what the hell is going on here, the women 

are complaining about this, deduction slip not coming with 

their pay cheques." And the manager sort of looked very 

coldly at us, and I had my agreement with me, and I said, 

I said, "It says right ... " and Roy then left it up to me 

instead of helping, and I really expected that the Chief 

Shop Steward would know how to go about filing a grievance. 

I'm standing there stuttering and stumbling, and, the manager, 

said something, "I'm not aware of that ... " and I said, "It 

says right here in this agreement, that after two days work, 

that this shall be done, with the pay cheques,"and just then 

the buzzer went, and we all went back to our stations, and 

I'm standing there, and we're cutting peaches, and I'm thinking 

this whole thing over, and thinking, that's not really the 

way that you filed a grievance, yelling and swearing, and just 

then (laughs), turn around and I'll show you, he came, and he 

poked me like this, and that was forbidden too ... 

SD: This is1 management did that? 

AF: Management did that, and he, ~nd I turned around, I think I must 

have blanched, and he went like this,"I want to speak to you." 

So I backed off, and he had an agreement in his hand, and he 

said, "I just want to point out, to you, that while you were 

right in that we have not been issuing these statements with 

the pay cheques, you were absolutely wrong in saying that we 

must do: this within two days." Well, I had my agreement in 
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AF: (cont'd) pocket, and I knew it said two days,he showed me 

his agreement, and it said within thirty days, and then I 

looked at his agreement, I couldn't believe,what I wass eeing,there, 

and I said "Can I borrow it?" "Oh no," he said, " you're the 

union representative, it's up to the union to supply youwith 

the proper agreement." What that dumb union had done to me, 

it given me the packing house workers' agreement to work for 

the cannery workers, and they had a totally different agree-

ment, which I had not been aware of. Well, it was a very 

bad start as a shop steward, and when I went to therext union 

meeting, I was rather vocal about it. And they couldn't 

find a copy of the cannery workers' agreement, they didn't 

find them until about five months later, but for therest of 

the period, the cannery didn't last much longer, and I never 

did process another grievance, but I tho~ght it was sloppy 

trade union business, and, it did teach me a lesson, that if 

you're process a grievance, you better think it out, how you're 

going to do it, and you better have all your facts right~ 

and not give management the advantage of pointing out to you 

where you've made a mistake. And that was my glorious start. 

END OF SIDE ONE 
TAPE ONE 

ALMA FOULDS & LYDIA 

TAPE ONE 
SIDE ONE 

I'm not sure, he's never, he's never worked for a companyfur 

long, they always end up firing him 

AF: my other brother, who I absolutely adored, 
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AF: (cont'd) became part of management for the East Asiatic, and 
lr ,·-. ' 

was, the, company boss at Ta.h:stJ , and 'round there, they 

had a boating accident~-he never forgot where he came from. 

He used to send me little notes, to the reddist lady on the 

Sawmill Road, but, he was a logger, but he eventually became 

management. He could give hilarious dtscriptions, of when ... 

Oh, I heard about that camp, 14-k.s.., cc: ·they'd go on strike if 
'I 

they, they'd say, "Forestry, go on strike, they have a long 
\ 

weekend,that's what I've heard. i 

AF: Yes, OK, the Prince of Denmark was one of the directors of 

the East Asiatic Company, and he came over once, and Ott~' 

said to me, "You should have seen the god-awful fuss vre had 

when the Prince of Denmark came over," he said,"every truck 

had to be washed and. polished, vacuumed out, and the Prince 

of Denmark," he said, "said, I just ll'rant to see an ordinary 

work day in the logging camp, and I want to have an ordinary 

work man's lunch." So, Otto said 1 "They washed andr:olished 

every truck, they waxed them, they vacuumed them, and then 

they had a tree fal~ing exhibition, and,l\every body gets 

terribly nervous, and the faller is nervous, and the sawyers 
i 

are nervous, and the tree doesn't fall, and th,man standing 

next to my brother said, "One of these days, that God damned 

tree is going to fall,"A and finally the tree falls, and then 

they go in for lunch," and Otto said, "it was to be an ordinary 

worker's lunch," he said, "I don't know where they got the 

white table cloths from , theyhad the white table cloths, 

they had flowers on the tables, "he said, "they even-had the 

napkins folded like little ships, and, •• 

[V:, -<-~-'ITA ,~._k.;_ ~-~'; , " 

'" ~urrounded by the ocean right? 
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And they had the little steaks, done, surrounded by bacon, and 

toothpicks, andfsaid,"Everything was just perfect." And there 

was wine and he said, "The whole thing was perfect." The Prince 

of Denmark loved it so much, he decided to stay over the next 

day, and he didn't tell the 

next day we had left over sour liver, 

, an~Otto said, "The 

and all the things we 

ordinarily have, you know when we have left-overs, ... 

~~ The second day was real. 

AF: The second day was real. 

-S~: I bet the Prince of Denmark went to the closest hotel. 

AF: No, but to me, it was an example. My oldest brother would 

never make fun of what ever happened in Mac and Blo: , my 

youngest brother would make fun and, realize where he was 
h~ 

at, and who~was, and think we're putting on all these airs, 
that 

and this isn't really real. This isn't the way 1\ it's g:>ing, 

life is, in a logging camp. ; My mo·ther was a trade unionist. 

I had a couple of a, I had one ~other-in-law, who, really 

didn't approve of trade unions, I had another brother-in-law 

at the time of our strike, who was a farmer, and didn't know 

where his sympathies lay, and,~told me, he was sympathetic to 

me as a trade unionist, he was anti-me, as a farmer, because 

we asking for better wages, I think everyone that was involved 

in the strike, Lydia-;one way or another~-had to answer, 

eventually, to their families. 

SD: I wanted to ask you women to maybe start telling usrbout the 

strike. Because you were both involved in it. 

L1cl:.. -. ~ ) ~nty-seven years ago. 

AF: Twenty-seven years. 

7 
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SD: OK, well maybe, I'll ask~you some questions, to trigger your 

memory. 

AF: Did you bring back my, scrap bookf 

~~ -_ Yes she did 

SD: It's in my car. 

AF: You know, I phoned a number of people today, and suddenly 

the memories triggered. And they remember the friends, 

and the enemies, and the resentments, and I'm sorry·that two 

of the women that I really wanted here, aren't going to be 

here. 

Lq~~, Oh, Mary was going to be here, wasn't she? 

. \ 

I 

'SD: Mary Kelly? 

AF: Mary Kelly. 

SD: Maybe I'll try and find her while I'm in town. Maybe you could 

go back, and give us the background on the strike. Who was 

organized? Who was in the union? What workers were organized 

in the union ·t 

AF: There were five packing houses, here in the 

area. At that time) :ihere was Southern, the Oliver Co-op, 

B.C. Shippers, and Mac. f\9 ,,:=:;tz.. . And they were/all 
I 

organ-

ized. They were organized by Bill Sands, who was put on the 

payroll of Packing House Workers. And he very busily organized 

the plants., At that time, the labour law said that, it had 

to be the majority of workers. They were organized in the midst 

of winter, there were three men, working there, an~wo of them 
I 

agreed to sign-the union, the plant was organized. So there 

was a lot of resentment. Because a lot of people were organized 
~ou.~'~J 

unwillingly.'\ when the spring came, when the cherries started, 

1 
/1 
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AF: (cont'd) suddenly, we were having two dollars union dues 

deducted, because two of the men in the packing house had 

agreed that we should be organized. I think it would be 

very interesting for you to interview the United Packing 

House Workers and also Bill sands, because according to 

the UPWA, they paid Bill Sands to organize for them. 

According to Bill Sands, he saw the light, and realized 

that he was being had, and therefore, he organized theminto 

a totally different union and, he consulted with BillBaker, 

and I don't remember the other man, one was a railroader, 

one was a carpenter, and he made his own union. 0~; The 

United Packing House Workers are were very resentful of 

Bill Sands because they felt he was betraying them. Bill 

Sands felt he was justified, because this was a rabid, 
-- '10\A Jo;.f\Q\.0, --

Socialist outfitA UPWA has always been SocialisticA and 

therefore, he felt he was justified in organizing his own 

union. 
0. 

r SD: Did he organize a sep~rate union when he organized the initial 

guys at the packing house? The three men? 

AF: No, no, no. 

SD: So he organized them into what union? 

AF: Into the UPWA. As far as I know at that time. He was then 
~(.,-

rewarded, by, Wacky Bennett, in being~the Deputy Minister of 

Labour. And there's a beautiful letter, which I haven'~got, 
I 

which I had at one time, when Wacky Bennett wrote hima letter, 

and thanked. him for all his Liberal tendancies, and for helping 

the socf.reds get into power in 1952. That letter went to thfrWA, 

they were going to photocopy it, I never got it back. I don't-
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AF: (cont'd) know whether they still have it, but you coultl 

consult the IWA in Kelowna and find out. 

SD: What year, was the Packing House organized, do you remember? 

AF: In 1952. In 1952, I don't have the agreement. I threw 

a lot of things out. But in 1952, there was an agreement 

signed with all the packing houses in the valley, and what 

the Act said at that time, if the majority of the packing 

houses, and the majority of the employees, with the,~onsent of 

the government, formed a union, then we could form a 

party certification. So the farty certification 

came into being, in nineteen hundred and fifty~two. 

SD: OK, what did that mean? What was the Jarty 

certification? 

AF: It meant that there was a, blanket agreement covering all of 

us and we were under automatic dues check-off. Now,who 

origitiated that? Right now, I can't think of the name. Every-

body paid two dollars union dues. 

SD: The dues check~off, wasn't that part of the Taft-Hartley act 

in the States? 

AF: No, but, there was a Canadian Act, if you get me my note book 

SD: Maybe we'll come back to that. I'm kind of interested asto why 

they, he went in and organized the three guys who were permanent 

workers in the packing house. Was that a strategy to try and 

bring the union in? 

AF: I would certainly give him the benefit of the doubt. I would 

certainly think that bebause basically he wa~ a Liberal, because 

basically the UPWA was inclined to be CCF supporters 1 that Bill 

Sands, when he opted for the job, might really have believed 
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AF: (cont'd)that he should do a job in organizing. And might 

really have believed that the UPWA was too radical. On the 

other hand, the UPWA always felt they were betrayedbecause he 

accepted pay for doing what he was doing and then used it to 

his own benefit. 

SD: Did he think that people in the area were too,quot~,conservative 

to join a radical union, was that part of it? 

AF: Well, he himself, was a Liberal, Russ · l..e<.k1~ was a 

Liberal, a great many of them that were involved in the union, 

certainly regarded the CCF, as not the right party. But, I, 

would think that you should get his point of view. You know, 

I might have a very biased point of view. Because I've been 

indoctrinated by the UPWA. And I believe that Lunions should 

be political. So, I, I might not even be fair to Bill Sands. 

SD: What happened once this, the base of the union was established 

with these three men, and then, who came into work during the 

summer season? Was that mostly women? 

AF: Yes, wouldn't you say in the summer season? 

L : You mean when, after, during the strike? Or just before? 

SD: Initial organizing. 

L: Oh, ya, I woula say 

AF: When did you start, Lydia? 

L : Oh, golly. I hadf thirty-five seasons in when I quit, anyway. 

The year, oh, what's his name, went to war, ah, Gilmore. He 

signed up for, to go war, now. The war broke out '38,'39? 

Which was it? 

AF: '39. Ya. 
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L: Well, that's the year I started. 

SD: I'm interested , if both of you coulD talk a little bit about 

which, who worked in the packing houses, were they women from 

the local community, why did they look for jobs? Maybe you 

could each tell your stories. 

L: Well, Ehey, we used to have, remember the cabins that we built 

there, at the Oliver Co-op. They had cabins and there'd be a 

lot of the Russian girls came from , Grand£orks, and all over~ 

~om all over they came to work. They rented these cabins by 

the month or so. And they worked in there, whichlater on, 

they pulled the cabins down, and these girls just disappeared, 

and it's mrntly the local people now, for years, that's, that's 

been working in the packing houses. Years ago it 

coming in, a lot of them. 

SD: So, it was a transient labour force? 

L: A lot of them were. 

AF: At one time were. OK. Why did we go to work? From desperation. 

'L~ Oh, I guess so. 

AF: And, necessity. We didn't, well, I remember, Mrs. Jacobs saying, 

"I only come here for the social aspect of everything." Ya, that's 

fine, that's great. But I went to work, I had three children 

growing up, I wanted them to have dancing lessons, I wanted them 

to have good clothes, I wanted to excell, and my husband wasn't 

making enough 1.money, and he was unemployed part of the year, 

so, I went to work, not for the social aspect. mind you, I enjoyed 

the social aspect, I had a ball at the packing house. I organized 

all kinds of stupid things. I talked management into~tting us 

use the bulletin board* I did a parody on "Sixty tons and what 
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AF: do you get, another day older, and deeper in debt." Another year, 
• t~-

we put on a Christmas program, and, it was, "the KibJtzers 

Co-op in Lower Slobovia, and no relationship to anything ·ever 

seen or heard in the Okanagan." We had this tremendous, ridiculous 

take-off on the packing house, and everyone recognized it. 

And we had a lot of German women working there, andfhey were 

sorting apples, and management co-operated, they brought down 

a make-shift sorting table and all the sorters sat there_ and 

they exchanged~-I recalled every stupid incident I'akver seen 
I 

in the packing house. Because there were,Mrs. Woodruff, always 

wrapped herself in blankets, and started taking off her g~gves 

five minutes before quitting time, and always arrived late at 

the tables, and they exchanged crochet patterns, and talked about 

everything, and they were sorting apples and the one said, 

"I think this is a Fancy." it was the German accent, they were 

doing take-offs on all the different sorters, and the-other 

one said, "I think it's an extra-Fancy," and Lee , who 

grabbed the apple, and bit into it, and sa±d ,"I think it's 

a Cghhhhh(?! )", and brought the house down. It was stupid! 

But the Germans sorters simply loved it. And then we did a 

take-off on the packers, on the fruit inspectors, on the 

formen. lhe for~en used to always come in and whistle, what is 

it called, Car_,¢uso' s rec'ord, La Donna Mobil"e ~ c4JL 
· is it? You know? (singing) "I am "lhe.foreman here, 

In Lower Slobovia, I want to make it clear, I've got a phobia, 

don't pay me,To see their apples'jJo 
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AF: (cont'd)manager. 

SD: I'd like to hear that one! 

AF: Oh, what was that one? "George Elliott, had a II 

How did that stupid ... because you were singing, you were one 

of the ones singing it? "Take me out in your. airplane, Take 

me out for a ride, Tired of (laughing) sorting apples here, 

Da, da , .... dear, I want to go up in your Piper " 

It went on, it was stupid! Then we did a stppid take-off on 

the fruit inspectors. Yok. k"'ow, very common ordinary 
' 

people, become part of management, and we had a fruit inspector, 

and iNOUld gaze down the front of the blouses of all the 

girls, and, so, so I did a little story on that. Then I asked 

management if we coula decorate the bulletin board. And 

George Elliott said, "I'm very suspicious of \vhat you're going 

to do, but I'm also very curious. So go ahead." so·:he was 
"l f''' ,;. 

propositioning my youngest sister who was: nineteen!\ younger 

than I am and was expecting her second baby , and he wanted 

her to go to an Elk's do with him. So, I decided this was 

not quite right, so we asked to decorate the bulletin board. 

So, (laughs), I didn't know I was going to tell youjall these 

stupid things, but~-I like doing parodies, I like doing take-

offs, and, I, did a take-off on him, and I had my daughter 

type it out and signed it "Chief Lung Inspector 11 • And, Chief 

Lung Inspector~ So one of the foreman had to come out and say, 

"What do you mean 1Chief Lung Inspector," and I said,"Don't you 

read the Reader's Digest? The little boylcame home the other 
~"--·--~---- ·-

day, and his mother wanted to buy him a V-necked sweater, and 

he got all excited and said, no I don't want a V-necked sweater, 

because the other day my teacher wore one, and 
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AF: (cont'd) fell out." So it took about two minutes for that 

story to get to the· back end of the packing house and to 

the fruit inspector. And then Bob Venables, who was the foreman, 

kept coming along and saying, "Elmer Knight is there·· in the 

back and he's furious about the Chief Lung Inspector. And he's 

writing a verse for you! " And then he came back, and he said, 

"He's got_one line written." And then came back and he said, 

"He's got two lines written." And, finally, Elmer Knight, the 

Chief Lung but, at this time, the women were wearing button 

up ... well, you knew Elmer Knight, 

L: Oh ya! 

.lF: He was real macho, and, this was before the days o"fomen talking 
1 

about being hara~sed. But he was real macho, and he was dirty. 

SD: So, the women were wearing button-up shirts to protect themselves? 

AF: They were wearing button-up shirts and little scarves, and 

there was nothing, this was before the days of Women's Lib. 

You have no idea. 

SD: So what happened with this guy, finally? Was he embarassed into 
f!-lmt'l.: (r~~~-t~) 

stopping~No, but he didn't talk to me for two years. But the 

only thing was, that the foreman in the packing house didn't 

like him either, so ~' ~jtiJ. E>l\ 1J4.t S"«A..-'ojec:..-1-. There was nothing 

that we could really do about that kind of thing. And I don't 
j.F 

know whetherAit was really a complaint. But, he made, he made 

such an issue of women being women and men being macho. Did 

you feel that way about him? 

L: Oh, he was .... Wel~, I got along really well with the men. I 

was labelling. I would label five different kind of boxes. 

All by myself. And I was more at the back, and I'~ork with 

l 
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L: (cont'd) the men, and any time i had a few minutes when I had 

no fruit coming, I could fool around. Well·, we used to stand 

in line at ot.lr canteen, and they always had a business of making 

these horrible looking tails and trying to pin them on··everybody 

else. And nobody ever got a tail on me but this one day, I 

was standing there, and, this, ... 

AF: You have no idea what dummies we were in the packing house! 

L: I thought, gee! I felt something! I goes like this and 

there's this great big, long tail. But nobody saw so off it 

came and I thought, how will I ever get even with him? He wore 

a leather jacket. There's no way I could get a tail on him. 

So, Bruce Eckland, and George Elliott were in on this, and I 

thought, I'll fix you! And I was working with glue, that was 
I 

a little darker than this yellow here. So, I said, well, I'll 

glue his sandwiches. So the management was in on this. I asked 

them, "Which is · lunch pail?"So.·they showed 

me. And they suggested I go in the First Aid room, because no-

body could see. So, I've taken this glue back there,and· I opened 

up his lunch box, he all these sandwiches and he had no butter 

on them and I'm taking my glue and I'm gluing. And he had all 

these wafer cookies, and I put, sort of like icing, and put it 

right back then. And I told one of the guys I knew real 

well, that ate his lunch with him, I said,"Now you let me know 

whether he'll eat that." Come back in the afternoon, I said, 

"Well, did he eat his lunch?" He said, "Yes! And I kept looking 

over in his lunch pail, and sniffing, says,'Gee, but your lunch 

smells good! Gee, but your lunch smells good!' He said,~~ere! 

I've got a whole bunch of sandwiches, I'll never eat them,all. 
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L: (cont'd) Have one! '1 p(e says. ''No, wife packed me a wholeh.lnch. '" 
I 

And, I didn't believe it. When I had a few minutes, I ran up 

to his lunch pail in the afternoon and I opened up the lunch 

pail. and all the glue4sandwiches he had eaten them! Was all 

glued together. Oh! I'm telling you, I got even with him! 

I got even with him! 

AF: Lydia was part of that first take-off on 

"and what do I get, an;)other day older and deeper in debt." 

I did the sorters, I did the packers, I did Lydia, I did the 

First Aider, and finally, there was an appeal to the Federal 

Government. About income tax. But you were in it, ~orget, 

I forget what I wrote about it, but everyone in the packing 

house recognized the glued sandwiches. 

L: That was the end of, the end of the season, all of a sudden, 

they reads these silly things, and all of a sudden, comes 

these glued sandwiches. Well! 

AF: We were going to do it like Hildegard. Chanting, "Jixty tons, 

and what do you get, another day older and deeper in debt." 

And all the rest of it. We finally got one of our people that 

was an accomplished pianist, but he couldn't sing, and the guy 

that was going to do it, couldn't sing either, so he just 

chanted it. The next year, we did the Kihitz.er~~ Co-op, 

and the following year, the foreman came along and said, 

"Alma, you've got to think of something again for this year." 

And I couldn't think of anything, and your sister-in-law Freda 

Hutton came along and said, "The other night at the/Elks, we 

had this fabulous thing,"/0'·' ,'r:fhis is '/our Life".t) 1Nh:idon't you 

do something about Bob Venables? " Bob VenGLbles was the show-
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AF: (cont 'd) off foreman 1 the big_ tap , and so 1 I decided that -

this is not part of history--I decided that we would do the 

life of Bob Venctbles. And it turned out that the night that 

he was born, his father had got very drunk and couldn't stay 

in the house and went out to sleep in the haystack. And we 

managed to get the baby carriage that had been Bob Venables' 

origi nal baby carriage, we talked one of the men in the 

packing house into being Bob Ven,bles as a baby, your sister

in-la\1\7 became the mother, and I had a skirt that my mother wore 

in nineteen hundred and thirteen, was a green felt skirt, and 

we got an old hat and we got a very old blouse, and, we 

management was terrific. They always co-operated. I would 

always have fits. Is this going to go over? Have I got the 

right to do this? Can I make fun of the packing house? George 

Elliott felt it was OK. If you see it this way, go right ahead, 

why should anyone get upset about it? So we even had a stage 

made, and we had curtains, and we got this old baby buggy, and 

we, convinced Morris Shippit that he would make a perfect 

younger Bob Vena,bles. And I got white lumberman's socks, and 

I put .blue ribbons through them and I made a baby bonnet with 

ruffles and had a white flanelette night gown, I don't know how 

we ever convinced him, and, 

SD: Did he know what he was going to wear? 

AF: He was quite willing, and, we borrowed, what do you call those 

jackets that women wear in bed? A pink ... 

L: A bed jacket. 

AF: Yes, a bed jacket. And I made a rattle out of a big tin of apple 

juice and covered it all with baby blue paper andgDt some sand 
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AF: (cont'd) ln it so it rattled, and my husband made a handle for it, 

and we had a wine bottle for the baby bottle, and I didn't 

know, but Morris filled it halfway with liquor, so that he could 

stand this whole thing, and when we pulled the curtain, he lay 

in the crib, and was kicking his stupid feet up with these 

white baby socks~ ffnd, Freda Hutton was standing there singing, 

"Hush a bye baby, in the tree .... it went on. Well, anyway, 

we had , I don't know whether it was revengefully. I think 

there was a need to make fun of the things that happened. 

And we did, the whole life history of Bob Venables. He nearly 

died! It went on and on, and everyone was so co-operative. 

The manager had gone to school with him and he had a year book. 

But he said he wouldn't let me see the whole year book, but he 

would copy out all the parts that pertained to Bob,Ven~bles. 
i 

Because, he said, "Just in case some day, Alma, you might 

decide to .do a take-off on me, I'm not going to let you see 
,i 

that year book." And, then the brother-in-law, came forthlw.ith 
I 

a great deal of gossip, and then, the sister helped, the 

father helped, just the whole packing house went silly. They 

were very co-operative. Bob was terribly worried about the 

whole thing ... ·· 

END OF SIDE ONE 
TAPE TWO, ALMA FOULDS & LYDIA 

TAPE TWO 
SIDE TWO 

AF: (cont'd) ... and, we had all kinds of co-operation. 

great. It was just great. And ~it. wasn't vi cious. _, 

It was 

And in 

the end, we sang all the, we sang songs, like the Packer's 

Lament, the Poorman 1 s Song, "You come to work each morning, 11 
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AF: (cont'd) (singing), and the Packer's Lament, and th;khole bit 

and then we sang sort of a final hymn. Gee. And at the end of 

it, they called me to the front and for the first time in the(?) 

life, they presented one of the workers with a bo~ctand they 

gave me this tremendous bpuquet of flowers, and I just couldn't 

get over it. And they had all got into the act. We al~o voc:.:L. 

to exchange Christmas gifts, and we had to draw names atrandom. 

And I would go into the office, and I would say, "Who -.has Bob 

Vent:tbles' name?" I wanted to give him a present. Bob Ven~bles 

also did the same thing for me. He went into the office and 

said"Who has her name? I want to give her a present, I'll trade 

with you." So, we had a lot of fun in the packing house. 

L: Talking about those presents, somebody that, my daughter worked 

there, and, this woman got my name, she says, "Do you ·think 

that your mother, would be mad, if I got her a pairaf falsies?" 

~c, 
Well, I was even bigger than I am now,... sure enough, we had 

to open up all our gifts, 

AF: In front of everybody. 

L: In front of everybody ! Here I got these falsies! Well, there 

I was, trying to pawn them off, ' whe.nevV I saw any 

flat-chested girl , I says, "Here, I'll trade you, I'l~rade you!" 

Heck no, they wouldn't trade. Well, it's a good thing that I 

was full of the dickens myself, so I had to take a joke too. 

But here these great big falsies to have. 

Oh that was, we really ... We had lots of fun, but this wasn't 

during ... you know, we worked, and if we, with me in the back 
... 

there, when I didn't have anything coming, then I could do this. 
!' 

But, when there was apples to label, well boxes, I ha~o tend 

to my work,right? The sorters, couldn't get away with that much, 
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L: (cont'd) because,you'rialways going like a machine. You couldn't 

unless it was recess, or lunch time, you could, butother-

wise the sorters were pretty well, or if the packers weren't 

busy they could do some of these things too. Alma was packing ... 

AF: I was a packer. And packers were on piece work. I don't want to 

talk about these silly things, but, I think I should just tell 

you that in spite of the hard work, the Oliver Co-op was a great 

place to work. 

L: Yes. I agree. 

AF: I, owe .them a lot of loyalty. They allowed us a lotof freedom, 

we were allowed to do a lot of things, and, one Hallowe'en, we 

had been promised that we would get off, because it was going 

to be, we would, we were working nine hours a day, six days 

a week, and it would start in early September, and by the end 

of October, a lot of the packers had flaked out. 'i'hey were 

exhausted. Six days a week, nine hours a day, and so on and 

so forth. So when management came along and said on Saturday 

we're only work half a day, it meant a great deal to us. In 

the meantime B.C. Tree Fruits decided that they needed to 

fill another order, and close to five o'clock, managment came 
().. 

along and said you're not going to get a halfAday off on Saturday. 

And I , we had really been counting on it. It had gone on for 

nearly two months. Coming in September, ~, it was the end 

of peaches, it was prunes, it was apples, and, the ninihour days 

started. Ando.\t.hough we were happy to work and get the wages, 

after two months you become very tired working fifty-four hours 

a week. So when management came along and said, you're not 

getting half a day off on Saturday, and they came off, came around 
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AF: (cont'd) around four o'clock, to announce this, manager's 

wife said to me, "Alma, we've got to do something, we have to 

have a half a day off on Saturday." 

SD: The manager's wife? 

AF: The manager's wife. The manager didn't know. 

SD: I want to get back to that. 

AF: And, I didn't know what should we do? But we decided we had to 

do something and she said,"I think we should ask to decorate 

the bulletin board, don't you?~ "Sure, that seems like a great 
I'll 

idea. I'll go home andAget my kids to cut out a whole bunch 

of cats sitting on a black fence and we'll have a moon, 
a\ol'\~ 

and we'll have this .. " And she says," I'll bringfta skeleton, and 

you write some of your poetry. " It wasn't poetry. Anyway, and/ 

"We'll have fun_ day_ and I think we should make a point." So 

I went home, and, got my daughter to type out all these stupid 

little things, one daughter's cutting out all these black cats 

sitting on a fence like paper dolls, and, what do ~ut on? 
I 

"The Swiss still yodel, The Swiss, still they yell, But 'all 

our plans are shot to hell" And., ''We_want it off, we've had 

a shock, we have to work 'til five o'clock, ·we now implore the 

powers that be, Perhaps they'll let us off at three." And, that 

was from the workers. Then I did one for management. "Now do 

your work, And don't lament, So much time off won't pay your 

rent" and "We're concerned", signed"Management." And I did 

one for the office staff. And we decorated the stupid bulletin 

board with all these things, the manager's wife and· I came in 

early in the morning, we put beautiful blue paper on for the 

·background, she hung up the skeleton, we had all kinds of pumpkins, 
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AF: (cont'd) and we decorated the whole thing. And, before the 

ten o'clock recess, the foreman came around and said,"I think 

you should go and look at the bulletin· board,:Alma,there~s 

a message." And, they had phoned Charlle Morgan upstairs, and 

he had come down, and he had a little clipping from the Reader's 

Digest, and it said, 11 There's only one way to please a woman. 

But nobody has discovered what it is." And, then after recess, 

by this time Char:Jie Morgan, the manager, had got busy, and he 
9 

had written a doggtr.el verse, just like I did, "Ode To The Workers" 

Not, what he had," 0-D-E," and then "0-W-" ... 

SD: "E-D", ha,ha. 

AF: And he'd done a real take-off on us wanting time off. But by 

eleven o'clock they came around and said, you'll be through 

at twelve. It was great. It worked. So we had a lot of fun 

there ... 

SD: Can I ask you a couple of things? One is, what was the relation-

ship between the union, union activity and that kind ofday-to-

day fighting for basic kinds of needs that people have? Didyou 

do that as a shop steward? 

AF: Yes. After the strike, the Oliver Co-op decided that the people 

who were the Federated Shippers,~Lydia, I remember , L. R. 

/ 
Stephens, the people who were representing them, a~that time 

the packing houses were being represented by the Federated 

Shippers, and we would not negotiate directly with the packing 

house, we would negotiate with the Federated Shippers. After 

the strike, the Oliver Co-op decided that the Federated Shippers 

were really not what they wanted in negotiation. And theywanted 

to get out of the Federated Shippers. And they instituted a 
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AF: (cont'd) cour~ase, against the Federated Shippers, to 

try and get out of the Federated Shippers. What they were 

saying in effect, we knew what the workers wanted1we would 

have compromised, and you took the hard line, and you 

brought on the strike and therefore: we don't want you 

negotiating for us any more. so, they instituted a court 

case against the Federated Shippers" but, because we had 

the foly-1arty ¢ertification, and because the law pointed 

out how 1oly-?arty would be set up, and. how it would be 

carried on. and stopped at that point and didn't say how 

you could get out of poly-rarty ¢ertification, and the 

Packing House worker's and the Georgia Hotel, were the 

only two joly~?arty ¢ertifications in British Columbia. 

So, it became a test court case. You know, how do you get 

out of a ;Poly-Ji'arty ¢erl:ification? Do all the packing houses 

have to agree, or d~Sonly a majority have to agree? Or, does 

the packing house and the workers have to agree? You 

know, how do you do it? So, it went to colJ.I\T and, in his 

wisdom the first Judge decided that the packing house ••• 

Let's see nm~ I have to think for a minute •.• The packing 

house didn't have the right to get out of the Joly-,arty 

¢ertification, they were tied in. The packing house then 

appealed and it went to the Appeal Court of British Col-

umbia, and they won the second court case. we, the union, 

with the help of the Socred Government, then appealed to 

~cclo ncJ J.. 
the Supreme Court. And Ale~ - ~ was our lawyer, and 
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AF: (cont'd) it cost us 'thr(t thousand dollars just for the 

~ 
typing and tbget the thing toJ\Supreme Court, and then 

Ale)t MacJo,vJA said to me, " You realize of course, that 

this is a big thing in labour history. We not only want 

a majority award, but we want a unanimous award, in the 
I 

Supreme Court of Canada." That the packing house couldn't 

get out of the !oly-farty ¢ertification. Now. at that point, 

I was not convinced that the ;oly-jarty ¢ertification was 

the right thing. I felt that we should be something like 

the Auto Workers, you know, _ balance Ford against 

General Motors, you know, play one against the other. But 

we were tied into the whole thing and because I was part 

of the union, I had to go along with this. Okay, while 

the Oliver co-op was fighting this battle, .• there was a 
.\o 

move on to ••• First of all the Teamsters came in~liberate 

~ 
us1Aalot of people wanted to become Teamsters, and I was 

lim~ C\'AJ. l..i-fe. 
getting ---- ---- and I was reading about all these 

crooks they had in there and I felt that I didn't really 

want to become a Teamster~ 1rhen there was a move to start 

a company union, remember? With Dorothy stuble and a few 

others and we had pep talks about forming a com~~ny union. 

But, while the court case was going on, we were still car-

rying on as though a union existed in the packing house. 

And there were two shop stewards, one of them was Mary 

know, we would go in and, I remember one time management 
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AF: (cont~d) didn't deduct union dues, and. Mary Harris pointed 

this out to me, and one of the German women had pointed 

this out· .to her. And I wasn't going to get excited about 

it until I realized that if 10C:Af Jif~ management break 
l,)hu'c.. ~ we, 

one clause J in the union agreement, then V _¥-going 
+o rnfl/, 

to stop. so Mary Harris saidi\"You'd better go in and talk 

to them." So I went in and talked to them about this. 

Then there was amother time when they came around and 

said, _we were all going to get off at 4:30 and, 

come back at 6:30 at night. And. the agreement said, the 

hours of work. for the day shift shall be so and so, and 

the hours of work for the night shift shall be so and so, 

and there shall be a premium of five cents per hour paid 

for any hours worked the night shift. They made this change 

in working hours, and Mary Harris again came over to me 

and said !Do you realize what this means, Alma?'" Well, 
We ., 

you know, I would have been happy • "-- had trouble getting 

our shopping done, because the stores were closed by the 

time our working hours were over. But, when I looked at 

the agreement, and Mary said, "I think that we'd'better 

go in there and talk to them about it, you know, we can't 

let them break the agreement." so, this was lunch time, 

and. we went into the office and there were a .. lot of men, 

you know, they were the Fruit Inspecters, the shippers, yoft 
ba.d<. of the, 

know all the men working in the"packing house sitting in 

there. And, I said to George, "I think I want to talk to 
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AF: (cont'd) you today, to warn you what is going to happen 

if you carry out what you are going to do with the change 

of the working hours] I'd rather talk to you today, than 
• 

come ~"and complain tomorrow, and aharge you for over-time J (;llht~ 1s 

""~t we. tU<. '\!J· ~\ -to d.o. v'v Do you realize that when you do this, you are breaking 

the agreement?'And the moment you bring those women in 

on the nightshift, you are going to pay that five cent 

premium and they are all going to claim it. 11 And George 

Elliot said, 11 I don't agree with you, Alma: And I said, 

"You don't have to agree -with me. just look at the agreement! 

You know)this is what it says! It doesn't matter whether 

you agree with me, if you don't agree with me, just phone 

L.R. Stephens~" He said, "fe are trying to get out of th'1 

:1greement." I said,"But you have the wages and the hours 

of work listed on your bulletin board, and until you win 

that court case, yodr~still part of the foly-Yarty ¢ert-

ification. And, therefore, in all honesty, I think ! should 
. • u 

tf\Ofl&i -It> Jo wk...+ 'fOU k dlll~ • 
tell you it's going to cost you - '·~ Well, heJ 

you know, I'm not that gutsy a person, I only have guts 

when there's something at stake. You know, I was intending 

to go through life being very quiet and peaceful. (Laughter) 
w never araiA~ ~.Jitl-. ''-'V:JboJ..,. 

And nice.~But I think if you belong to a union, and if 

you let the agreement be d~egarded, then who knows? you 

know, if they can disregard the five cents an hour premium 

for night shift,the next day they can s~y we don't want 

to pay the wages that are listed here in this agreement1 w(}l\ 

clo o\M ow•" t!-..'":) 1 
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L: (cont'd) to eat, there was a little rent to pay. We just 

had to work. And, when I finally got on there, at the 

~acking ~ouse, well then I put in 35 seasons. But, I did 

work, ten and twelve· hours a day., #.lo:nd I worked Sundays, 

everytime I was told to come. Two girls were told to come 

on sundayA-well we were all told to come on sunday~-the 

two Russian girls didn't show up sunday, come Monday 

morning they were working right by me. so I know all 

about it, the boss .. come up and fire· them. This was 

before the union. was in. He said, "You were told to 

be at work, everybody. On sunday, you didn't come yest-

erday, so we don't need you today." But, as I say, 

the most of us worked ten, twelve hours a day, whichever 

hours they wanted us to, at that time. I started at two 

bits an hour! And I had to work for 25¢ an hour for two 

weeks. Then they gave me 35¢, an hour, which later on, 

sott "- s ot't"-
I think they4got away from that a bit. They~started them 

at""'"'e. 
morellregular wages, you know. 

j 
SD: How, did they justify paying you less? 

L: Because I wasn't experienced. 

AF: Okay, maybe you should turn the tape recorder off. 

You girls have no idea what it was like. The Fruit and 

Vegetables Workers Union only got the eight hour day on 

the 2nd of July i11 '65. The nine hour ••• The Fruit and 

Vegetable workers, were ex !empt from the Labour Relations 
'oo..J 
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AF: (cont'd) Act. And, so, we worked nine hours a day, six 

days a week, we had the 54 hr. wk. We only got away from 

the 54 hr. wk. after a great many appeals to the Labour 

Relations Board. By that time, even the F~ workers 

had got the eight hour day and we felt that decayed fruit 

does not smell as bad as decayed fish,. and if the fish Workers 

could work a eight hours a.:2day, we should be entitled.Q 

It was a matter of efficiency. there was really no need 

to work nine hours a day, six days a week. But, we were 

ex~~mpt f~~m the Labour Relations Act. The other thing 

was that the minimum wages were so terrible. Lydia started 

I started at 46¢ an hour. I worked in the 

cannery, we stoodfall day, nine hours a day and we also 
~· 

had to work on Saturday. There wasAgimmick in the Labour 

Relations Act that after nine hours, you had to be 
P"-~ c.l -
~ 

over-time. It wasn't very well spelled out. And for the 

p.iece workers, somebody ~you know, no matter how expert 

somebody is ~tl.f· writes J~P an Agreement or an Act, somebody 

well, Mr Hill at the Sun co-op, discovered that there 

was a little gimmick i:n the overtime provisions, and that 
+~t' 

what the Packing House had to agree to was whether you made 

your minimum wage or not, you had to be paid the minimum 

wage for the day. so, if you made your minimum wage in 

the first nine hours and you were asked to come back and 

work for two hours and didn't get a pack.l\ and they were 

very careless in figuring out how many packers they would 
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AF: (cont'd) this to go into the record, but I've always 

been a political animal. And, you know, I feel that if 

s~ 
you are a worker, youAhave a concern,~t~~ 

SD: I 9,on't want to turn it off! (Laughter) 

AF: Okay. so, in the 60's I was very active in the election 
.. ,~ -.r, 

campaigns, and I became very concerned thr -A'an awful lot 

of people that aren't on the voters' list. You know, we 

have, a very bad system, provincia~y>of getting 

people on the voters list, And so I did my goodie-two

shoes bit. I rushed around and said, 11 Do~o~.~. reu.lr~, you aren't 

on the voters' list. Do you realize that you aren't on 

the voters' list?" And I signed up 18 or 19 people. Well, 

I r;Jent to the Government Agent and got voters • cards, and 

got them to sign up and said, "You know you should be 

voting ! 11 Well one of the characters told me1 Dal Carter, 

told me, •,• I'm going to go down and vote Socred. ""Well, 

bugger you, 6Laughter) that's your business. Yau know, 

there was no great thanks! But, on election day, George 

Elliot came around and said, "Alma, do you have a copy 

of the Election Act?., 11 Well, yes, su"prisingly I just 

happen to have a copy in my buggy. I also happen to have 

a copy of the voters' list!" "Could I look at it?" And I 

said, "Yes, George." You know, we weren't formal, you know) 

I was Alma, and he was George. I said,•fhere's a key word 

in there, George, if that's what you are looking for~ He 

said, "Let me have a look at the Act." so, he looked at 

the Act, and you know what the Act says, 11 Every registered 
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II 
(cont'd) back. So, that was the second time. 

SD: so, you were a good worker, eh! 

L: Well, let's face it, I've had an operation over that 

packing house. 

SD: What was it about, was it a health issue? 

L: Yes, I've had part of my hip bone taken out to, •• this 

_f\t.AJG( 
whole •• And the neurologist know me from Adam, 

and he said to me~-fie examined me in Vancouver;-and he 

said, to me "You've been working -.fo_r many years with 

your arms going like this!" And I said, "Are you a mind 

reader?" I said, "Ex3c:tly." He said, "Well, what have 

you been doing?" And I said, "Sorting fruit, most of the 

time. 11 Like this. In those years, you were taught, you 

didn't go like this, put one apple on and rest this hand, 

You had to work, pick up two apples and put them on, like 

this, like a machine all day. 

AF: And so it was an apple in each hand and both hands on the 

belt. (Laughter) 

L: That's the way it was. As I said, I went back then twice. 

Then I had to start without my senority, and I had to start 

all the way from the bottom again. 

SD: You lost your senority. 

L: Yes, by taking this other job, you know. 

SD: Did,alot of women suffer from occupational diseases? 

L: Oh, I hear but, you see, the neurologist had said to me, 

"N¢w did you ever repo,rt this in the packing house? 11 
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e And that leg's given me such trouble, there's nothing wrong 

with this leg. I fell on a, slipped on a rotten apple, and I was stand-

ing up about that high. I fell off, slipped from there and hit a piece 

of machine:t.)', a what do you call it~-:--!,\gear and I thought rht.J ;~lbow 

broke• 1his leg \\las so bad and they give me two weeks compensation. 

And my leg is still bad to this day. 

SD: V.Jere those kind of accidents commo"g-Ja\ Were there a lot of them. 
·~__,. 

{ 
1: Well~ we didn't have too many. Thelones some~times, they had their 

f . t k ff or things like that. oq.,;f (f· diJ~f L~pe" ~o of+e"", 1.ngers ·a en o I) • ""f, 

SD: How did that happen? 

L: With going' picking upJ you know, they had the skids and lifting up 

the ga te_way to go 
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L: (cont'd) through, you know and the chains would be comlinil.g:·aiL®ng running, 

you know, and El Norton,lremember she got her finger taken off. It's 

been a few accidents like that, but. Another time I got this breast ::.r;,ll2. 

squashed . .. ~n between _two apple boxes, ke:pplunk, like that! Well, we had 

that young~ oh he was so shy, what the heck was his name now. I can't 

think of it. He was a First Aid man. And was he ever shy, well, he 
® 

wouldn 1 t do. • He just said 11wtll, you had better go up to the doc tor". 

You know, I was,~I was •• Somebody was supposed to be turning the boxes 

for me, and as the fruit was coming so slow, they didn 1 t give me a helper. 

So. I would have to, the boxes would be comeng like this, and they would 

have to turned so I could lab~ them. I would have to reac.h across( the 

belt) to turn the skid off, because there was so many boxes and turn 

them before I put _ the lab~ds on .• And I reached across like 

that and I was really big and KERPLUNK, you know. Well, I never 

lived it down. 

SD: How many pounds were those boxes? 

L: Let's see, 45, yeah 45. 

AF: They had to be within, they expected us, the packers, to be good 

judges and pack them within so many ounces of the poundage that was 

required. We had a chap that would come around and inspect the packing 

house frometme Worker's Compensation. But you know, at one time, it 

was very pro-management oriented, so we finally got a safety committeee 

going. You know and we would go around with management and point out 

this is wrong and this is w~ong and this is dangerous. In addi~t&n 

to Lydia getting trapped.,. there were all kinds of other hazards in the 

packing house. And, we would get all kinds of rashes, you know. And 

they had propane, When the packing house 
+hu\ e 

mechanizedAthey had propane 

trucks, and we didn't realize but the trucks should of had sh~ds on 

them, but they didn't have sh€f!_lds, and the women would get headaches 
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, AF: (cont'd) and they would complain, and so on and so forth. The mangem-

ent would say it's all in your imagination. And, finally we got Dr. 

Clark fii10ID. Kelowna down here. And then he got Dr. Smart f!l1mm Vernon ·•~ooiJeA, 

f.:;_.rom Public Health. 1\:nd I was at a meeting in ~ 6:1; .-,yoosf..-I was at 

one time the business agent for the UBion~-and bt this time we were 
,, 

alerting people. and saying1~o#<..1 we think there is something wrong 

with these propane trucks, we think there is something wrong with the 

blue card~board that we have to use, it can't all be imagination, 

all these women are getting these rashes. 11 R;'here was an article in the 

Financial Post. that Norm Levy brought over to me~ and said, 11Alma, 

I think that you might find this very interesting. 11 They'd done a 

survey about this darn blue cardboard, and we found out that there 

was an irritant in the blue cardboard that we~were using for tray pads• 

BUt also1 we had several incidents of carbon monoxide poisoning. We 

had a man in Kenemeos that just managed as he was going out the door 

of the cold storage, just managed to pass out as he was going out the 

--door ±nstead of inside the door A he had carbon monoxide poisoning. 
""!<"""'- :-~!;y 

We had .:::another man Fran!f · · _ in Oyama that twice had carbon mon-

oxide pois-oning and we weren' t getting an~ here. ft;nd I was at a meeting 

in os._.oyoos and I was sounding off,about this, and the president of the 

Os_yyoos local saidi\and he had been a Bavarian wai tert in the old country., 

he had been a singing waiter, he used <ho go out with his trays: and he was 

a very interesting person, really f4nd, he said, 11 Yes, the 

other day when I was on top of the rafters in cold storage, I struck 

three matches and they wouldn't light, I couldn't light my cigarette. 

And charlott~ Kovi tch said A- oh we used to have such interesting, 

uninhib&ted union meetings, I could wri te.E<a book on how .not to run 

unio meetings --~nd Charlotte Kovi tch said; 11 Oh, really you is a bad 

boy, you know. You isn't supposed to smoke up in the rafters." And of 

II 

course we had no smoking rules. But anyway, what ~e were arguing aboumt 
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~~ vJ~: (con't) was that taere was too much carbon monoxide in the packing 

house. So Dr, Clark came down, Dr. Smart came down, and they tested the 

air and then they wrote a letter to all the packing houses, with a 

copy to us if and said, "You have X 1'tttrLbU of hours, and we' 11 be back 

on such and such a day , and we'll test the air again, and if the~e is 

II 
no improvement we will close the packing houses, And that was it, Then 

suddenly every packing house could afford to put a she!ld on their pro-

pane motor. 

SD: What year was that? Do you remember? 

• l I l 
AF: It was some t~me between, 66 and 72, and wouldn't know exactly. 

1: When you came in the packing house in the mornings, it would smell just 

like somebody was wearing running shoes without socks, you know, day 

in·and day out. That's how rotten, when the motors weren't even running, 

that's the stink! 

AF : We knew '" there was a problem. But, we had no way of proving that there 

was a problem. And you know, suddenly, all kinds of hysterical women 

can't get headaches from imagination. We also knew .that there was some-

tiing wrong with the blue dye in the tray packs. And, one woman was 

going around with a gas mask, you know. But. still they were desperate 

enough to work. We all had rashes. Vell how are you going to prove 

that this is something that shouldn't be happening to you. You know, 

there's •• And we weren't that sophisticated, we didn't know how much 

right we had, we didn't know how to be good complainers, we d~dn't know 

where to go for help. 

SD: When you say that the union meetings were uninhibited, what do you mean? 

1\:(; ~ Could you describe that a little bit? People felt pretty comfortable, in 

that local, eh. Were most people active? 
How wcu\A. I p~.<.t -tk.{? 

AF: Not for a long time,./\ -. When we finally put it in the consti tton that 

unless they attentled tthree meetings a year, you la)ow, they would have no 

s 
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f AF: (cont'd) senority. And management had to be sent a copy of the list of 

the people who were now union members and who had attended meetings and 

all the rest of it, Once, we started poliJtng it that way, ' then 

we got aibmt,more people out to the meetings, yes. 

SD: I wanted to ask you to go through the story of the strike for us. To 

maybe start with both of you. You know, you can take turns. 
sp •. T 

AF: PLease)I am not photogenic; I hate having my picture taken. Okay, Lydia, 

what was your impression, what happened to you. when we finally dee:i:ded 

to go on strike? 

SD: Can we go back a bit and talk about why you decided to strike? Like 

what were the main issues? 

L: Well, I think wages~ I think the wages w~s the most important. And of 

course, there was a time when we didn't get a coffee break, you know. 

And a few things like that for the workers, a few of the better things. 

But I think wages was the most imp0·rtan_g 

SD: What were you earning? 

· AF: I think we were earning about 75¢. (I went through about 2000 pictures, 

and I couldn't find •• there's the sandwhich board) Our men worked for 

$1~05 an hour, 

SD: What were the •• Were the women and men earning different wages? 

AF: Yes. c 

SD: Why? 
Be~ 

AFt' at that time, there was nothing in the /1-ct. that said that men and women 

had to Fet e~ual pay. It took us a long time to batgain for e~ual pay 
e.~ retJI'f 

forllwork,-.._ . -_ . -~ ~ _ Gkay? Even at that, that wasn' til gooa enough. 

Laura Jamieeon told me tlJ,at v;,llht you, you know, and she helped draft 

the legislation in Saskatchewan, e~ual pay for e~aal work. So,e~aeeljnJ 

how do you measure that? You know, we even have women on the box line, 

hanging up boxes, you know, going around. And we would have men, and 
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AF: (cont'd) the men would be getting onerate of pay, ' the women would be 

getting another rate of pay. ,l.Bhe argument was that once in a while the me..l'\ 

had to go up and truck supplies to the box line. It took years. and years 

for equal pay for work of equal value, but it's very hard, how do you 

exactly determine work of equal value? 

SD: So,wwas equal pay a question at all in the strike? Or, was it a question 

of a new clause? 

AF: No, at that time we were not sophisticated enough to even think of equal 

pay for work of equal value. All we wanted was •••• 

S: Did women talk about that,vthough? 

.Lif Oh yes, I guess we all had our little say about, but we didm' t do anything 

about it. 

AF: '1et.~.k1 but it never became an issue. And actually J because we were so 

low pa;i d, all we wanted was a wage increase. The strike came about _, 

because we were getting very low wages compared with other people in the 

country and we realized that managementt\ not management, but the growers/\ -

were building swimming pools and iuying ~uicks and building nice homes 

and all the rest of it. And some place alomg the line there's got to be 

money in t~e system, but we were not getting any of it. So, actually 

what the strike was about, was to try and get better wages. And we 

were barely above minimum wage, You know ha.w the minimum wage works. 

As the unions negotiate better wages, the law takes the lowest wage rate 

and says, this is going to be the minimum. So, that is w.aat<:the strike 

was all about. Also, in 1962, we had somehow managed to tie ourselves 

Cl ~o)e of' *" to the price ofnapples, the wages would increase if 1 ~price of a box of 

apples went up. 
0 

SD: Was that in your cntract? 

AF: That was in our contract. We were tied to that, I haven't got a copy 
{'U 

of that contract. But we were tied to the price , box of apples. 
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AF: (cont 1d) And the price of a box of apples didn't go up. ~hen we had this 

convention, then we managed to tie ourselves to a slogan, 11 10¢ or bust"~ 

That was an across the board increase. th1."nk Okay, I don't know, I 

among the people you should interview might be someone like Bert 

Sunderland 
-(Nix V4"t-r~ 

of Penticto~ I'm sure there were alot of peoplenmuch 

more sophisticated that I was. I was a real dummy. When I got my first 

paycheck from the packing house and realized they were taking two bucks 

oifmeJI wanted to know why and what is this whole thing about. And 

what is this union? And the woman that informed me was a shop ste~ard, 

she was also a stamper, she really didn't know that much about it. 
fh.t:;i'!, 

She told me that there was a union and that we had~union dues deducted, 

and I wanted to know how come they could do it without asking me. 
,, 

She said, " it was part of the formula7 and that I should come to a 

union meeting • And I wanted to know about the union meeting and what 

happened at mnion meetings? Because I came from the farm. on the prairies. 

I didn 1 t know anything about this whole th;i;:ID:gni You know 9 it was totally 

academic. What was a union meeting like? And she sais, "Well you can 
h, 

come to the union meeting and they will decide vJ:ether they will accept 

you, and you will be sworn in." And I had visions, someting like gett-

ing sv1orn iniid the masons. and having to ride a billy goat. And. she 

said, "They will decide whether you can get into the union." And I 
th.v 

thought to m],{selfJ that will be 1\ frosty Friday morning. when I go in 

front of a whole bunch of people and they are going to decide whether 

I'm going to get in or stay out. We were on the Ranchormula, ~,oJi th auto-

matic deductions. 

SD: Okay, that was automatic deductions, and that meant that not everybody 

had to be in the union. Is that right? 
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AF: Yes, they all had to pay union dues, but they didn't have to become 

members of the union. But, Judge Rand decided, that it was only fair 

that if you got the advantage of the wage increase, therefore, you 

should pay something for that. So that was fim.e~ 'Jhen I went to m~H'k 

first union meeting---

SD: What made you change your mind, from IIwill never go there, to •• 

AF: Let them decide on me? I was nosey. I wanted to see what is this whole 

thing all about. I went to a union meeting and I was instantly converted. 
s 

Yeah, instantly, and they instantly made me a shop~teward. 

SD: Do you remeber that experience, can you describe that in a bit more detail? 

Your conversion? 

AF: It's terribly emabar~assmng, it's like being born again,LLaughter). 
I 

It's Sunday, we had a1speaker there that night and it's Sunday, theyr~ 

talking about social justice, th~e talking about a great many things 

that make sense. And suddenly, I want to be pa~t of it. And suddenly, 
(lOw 

I discover that I'm~a shop steward at the cannery. They gave me the 

wrong ag1.._reement, to process grievances, no. It was something I'd 

been loOking for~ I also had the same experience the first time I 

went to a Labour Council meeting. For years and years, I'd listened to 
Gec-t&.es 

Royfl give his repliltt ahou t the labour council, and it sounded so dull 

and so boring. ~othing seemed to be happening. Then, I was asked to go 

to a Labour Council meeting and I went, and I listened to IWA people, 

I listened to all these people and I thought,that's for me •. 

That's w·laere I'm going to go from now on. I don't know, how dmo:.you 

~ecome converted? I think basically I had my own ideas of what is right 

and what is wrong/ without being able to put it into words. Why are some 

people unde~rivileged ? Why are some people imposed upon? 1 don't knowJ 

how do you express it? What makes you want to go around and do a book? 

Tell me? 
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SD: Similar things. For me it's wanting people to share that information. 

AF: I don't know, how we can even articulate how we feel. I grew up in the 

prairie and the world was a very small place, Yorkton was forty miles 

away. The world didn't go ~ery much beyond ~orkton somehow. You know, 

that kind of feeling. My kids grew up in a very different :.:;--· 

world, my grand children will grow up in a totally different world. 

You know they are watching television, tgey know about Mt. Saint Helens, 
a. I\ 

they know ~theee kinds of things. I grew up in a family that really 

didn 1 t question very much. ·~ -,- ::, what was happening] because we wete 
IAJhJ' 

German Lutherahs, andAGod meant to happen, was going to happen. My 

grandmother always said,"Whatever will be, will be"41 Vou didn't rebel, 

you didn't question. You grew up in a very different world. My kids grew 

~pin a very different world. Eut I grew up in a world where you didn't 

really question. 

SD: I'm curious Lydia, if that is similar to waat your e~perience was like. 

L: Exaetly. 

SD: Could you tell us maybe a little about, were you from a trade union family? 

L: No, I was from a~-Ao, we did as we were told, we had to wmwk like men on 

the fields and my dad c~lled once at five o'clock in the morning, 

"Get up", and we had to work in the fields like men, you know. We 

weren't allowed to go to a show, we weren't allowed to dance, we weren't 

allowed to go to a party, or to go to town Saturday night, nothing. 

We go~ to church twice on Sunday, and that's as far as I ever ••• I'd 

never been to a city, never been to nothing. 

S: What brought you out here? 

L: Welliji my husband1 we were married in 1936 and my husband decided 

ne'd like to come out ~ere and times were hard on the prairie at that 

time. So, that's when we came out. 

SD: So, you were married when you working? Did you have kids? 
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[1: Yes, two girls. 

SD: So, it was necessary for you to work. 

L: E~actly. And I found that women could get jobs soooner than men. I 

used to go and cl~user for two bits an hour1 do the peoples1 wash

ing, all theirdirty work. Pick tomatoes; at 15¢ an hour, jus.t so we 

could have something to eat. t.I:r . 

SD: Was your husband unemployed? 

L: Yup, well he got whatever, I mean •. And then during the war, lots of 

signs up on German descent, born and raised in ~anada, but there were 

signs up along the highway, 11 No Germans allowed", or 11 No Germans 

wanted ''• You know all along the highways, anybody that spoke any kind 

of German, well 1 you know, there was alot of English speaking people, 

at that time, you know. They just didn't want any, well, I guess they 

were called foreigners, or so. Specially it said right there•~o Germans. 
,, .~J 

allowed. I remeber that little packing house on the corner~ sign up, 

"No Germans allowed 11 • And it was harder for a man. Why, I could go out 

and 4o house work or babysit, you know. And things like that to earn 

a fe~ dollars. In fact, my first job was right down here where the Alberts 

live, right by those tanks. That was my first job I ever had, lo6kmng 
-1 

after a family while the parents went across the line~ 

AF: You have no idea. Oliver, at one time, was 1there seemed to be a general 

consensus of opinion, that Oliver would be pure Wasp. White Anglo Saxon PnJtc~~. 

~ No, there was that kin~ of a feeling here, and they were going 
'GO's 

to keep the Germans out. As late as the s:ixtjga, itier~ was a fee}~ng in 
~P· 

Oliver that it ~d to be • pure. os_oyoos was always very ethnic orie-

nted. It used to have folk festivals and they would invite the Japa

nese, who had been sent over from the coast to Greenwood, and the~would 

have the Ukrainians' and all the rest. Oliver was going to be pure. 

SD: Was that during the thirties? 
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AF: Even when we came here in 46. We were still very aware that Oliver 

would be pure, the~e would be no Jews, no Japanese, no Chinese, no 

Hindus. And sometime in the i~{;Oj-'-~-;I sound like a battle axe. 

I'm no aware of how many things I've gotten into without 

intending to. We had a Japanese teacher come here, in '!;he ' 1b0S 

And I was active in the labour council. The Japanese teacher had 

arrangements made for her to stay in one of the motels in the Acre 

Lots, and the school board had made the arrangements. She didn't have 

a Japanese sounding name, and the manager at the motel was not aware 

that sae was Japanese but when she came to the door and knocked and 

said, "fuch and such an apartement has been reserved for me; he said, 

nft is not available." I brought it up to the labour council, there 

was a big hoot and holler. If I were younger, I would never get a job 

in @ldver. But I was so angry. Vhat the manager of the motel said, 

was J ui thought I was conforming to the popular concepts of the town." 

You know there were editorials, there was an editorial in the Penticton 

Herald, i:t got to the Vancouver Province. The po0r guy was embarrassed 
0\(\ J.. re"'/ 

!1, all over the place. But still, that was the feeling. Mrs •••••• tells 

meA and she's a very bright Hungarian woman~-that she was very conscious 

of this undercurrent, you know, if you were not white anglo saxon prot-

estant, you just simply didn't belong here. I was saved because, my 

husband had a Scottish name, they didn't know where I came from. 

L: And my name sounds French, you know. Whenever I go somewhere they 

always:ldihink I'm French. 

AF: I didn't feel •• I've never felt that I was in any way discriminated 

against because of my background. But I did feel it during the war 

years, because I had a German name and this Scottish gt:l said"'' Alma, 

you are a very nice person but isn 1 t it too bad" And I had two cousins 

that had to go to court because of their German name and they were 
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AF: (cont'd) among the first to be called in. I became conscious of it 

during the war years. I've never been conscious of it in Oliver but, 
1-he, &vt ~f 

I am. conscious of11 : · - ~ at one time Oliver very much wanted to be 

White Anglo Saxon Protestants. and we dadn't have a Jewish person here, 

we didn't have a Chinese peeson here, until, what's his name came 

and opened the restaurant, We still have discrimination about Hindu's, 

SD: What year did the Chinese Restaurant open? 

L; You mean Tuck's? Didn't we have the dentist here before that? 

AF: No. Dr. Ing came here later.Eut that ha~ no effect on the trade union 

movement. 

SD: Yes, it does, In the sense that I'm curious what the hiring policies 
~0 

were, of the packing houses. And whether there were splits between 

workers, based on ethnicity, lika'ethnic background? Like what did that 

mean in terms of working? 

AF: In my case nothing. It Jidn' t mean ••• 

SD: Did they hire non-anglo saxon people? 

AF: They hired, the cannery mainly depended on the Do~khGbor women coming over 

from the Kodteo~~s, I aon't think there was any discrimination there, 

the 1)0\.l.khoA,«s were very good workers· • I don't think the packing house 

had any discrimination when I worked there. 

L: No, not that I know of. 

AF: I at one time had to fill out a form at the can~ery, and they wanted to 

know whether I was right handed or left handed. and I said, -I was 

ambidextrous. And he offered me an office job, whick paid less. (Laughter) 

SD: What about between workers there? The different groups, like how did 

people relate to the D~~c( women, were theyfintegrated, or were tb.ey 

separate, or? 

AF: No, they were not separate. I learned to sing . Starnosif . with the 

Da((kkobt>Cs ... I felt they were beautiful people. The dumper at the Oliver 
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AF:(cont'd) Co-op. had a father who was part of , Tolstoy's book 1 Resur-

ection', and he knew a great deal about politics. I don't think the Oliver 

Co-op in any way discriminated against nationality. Not when we were 

c;:c were working there. They might have in earlier years. 

SD: What about 1herms of union consciousness, were there differences;; amo~ t 
different ethnic groups? 

AF: No, they were solid union supp0IDte·rs. And they had the most to lose. 

SD: In what way? 

AF: They could have lost their cabins. You know1 nhere they were working at 

the Oliver Co-opp There was no way they were going to cross the picket 

line. I think, the other people that were most solid were the 

recent immigrants that had come from Europe. At the Hayne's Co-op, 

there were onl~ two people on the picket line and one w~s Art Bronk, 

and the other was his sister, Mrs. K.~~. Art Bronk's wife at that time 

was suspected of having T.B., and Mr. /(~"'~had come over. _ 1hey were 

cultivated people, you know/ in Europe. He come over and they had the 

most to lose, but they were the only two people that went out on the 

picket line in the Hayne's Co-op. I would not rate any one on the 

basis of their background, their racial origin or anything else. As to 

who went out, and who didn't go out. Would you? (LYDIA) 

L: No I wouldn't either. 

SD: Okay, let 1 s go back to the s tzoi:lt4again. The issues were better wages, 

and you were going for 10¢ an hour, and that's what basically took you 

out, there were some other issues that were secondary. So can you d~ 

the process of getting organized, for that strike, did you have union 

meetings1 How did you decide to go for the 10¢ an hour increase? 

AF: We had a union meeting at which we decided• w'ell, actually we had a 

convention at which it was decided 
•' ,, 
10¢ or bust was going to be the 

slogan. We also had a union meeting in Oliver, I think &hat you will thi~K 

n 
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AF:(cont'd) that we are incredibly dumb. We had a union meeting at which we 

decided th~t we would go on strike. We were told that it wo~ld last a 

very short time 6 By that time, the council of delegates had got fed up 

with :Bill Sands and decided-- he.":113 gone now, I \-lish some of those.: 

people were here. That was Harold Carleton, had decided that he was 
of 

going to drop off~the excecutive council and I should be his replace-

ment. And everyone agreed, you knov,r, nobody wanted to do it anywaY?• 

So we had an ex• ecutive council meeting, we were talking about the strike, 

and the paid eJ~lplo}'<ee, who >'las :Brian Cooney at that time, kept 

saying we'll give the strike to the Oliver-Oso~cc~ area at the height 

of peaches) and its only going to l~tthree days. 

SD: Okay, so, this was between the five companies that were organized into 

the agreement, how could they give you a strike, like what did that 

mean? 

AF: No, I would have to think about that. It wasn't just the Oliver ~~J 

Osoroo5 people, it went all the way from Vernon, Kelowna, Oya.m~ 

Nart..\m(\h\. , Fenticton and all the rest of i-t'" • There were about 

twenty-eight packing house involved. :But, they at the convention had 

elected an excecutive council, and after I first got into it, :then I . 

'Wa.s elected .a,t the ne:d. convention. And the ex ecutive was the decision _, 

making body. :But the convention h ad decided we would tie ourselves ..... 

to the slogan 11 10¢ or bust" .t was left up to the excecutive when 

and where the strike 1110uld come off. We had the meeting in Kelmma, 

and ;Brytan Cooney said, 11 It's got to come off at the height of peaches 

• 11 
and its got to come off in Oliver and Osc~o&s ' 

you know, because 

peaches are the crucial crop dQon 
"' 

here. Peaches won't keep. Ellen Ge~lt\\t; 

was stamper and she talked a lot, and she was the one that was supposed 

to know eoccactly when we hit the height, the peak period in peaches. 

Before I went up to that meeting, my brother in-la1t1 tal ked to me, and 
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\u...:>I'N'-Ao C) so"' oos • 
tlov>~' 

AF:(cont'd) at that point, he was running an orchardA 4nd he said," Alma, 
wh.Olt.1h.~· 

I don't know where I stand on this~ I~m anIWA member, I'm with you 

as a union member, but I'm against you as a growerj ~ecause I'm 

growing peaches, 1\nd what are you going to do with the meeting on 
,, 

Sunday? I didn't know what we were going to do with the meeting on 

Sunday. And he said, "Are you going to have strike pay?" And I 

didn't know whether we_were going to have strike pay. He said, "Okay, 

I want to give you a little bit of advice. I still don't know whether 

I'm going to be wtih you or against you. But I want to give you some 

advice:' I think ••• I told himethat<:the general consensus of opinion 

was the strike would only last three days. And he felt that he 

wouldn 1 t bet on it. He said, "If I were you, I would make sure that they 

get at least, the equivalent of unemployment insurance strike pay." 

Because. he said, " The first time somebcJt.t's· 50¢ short of going to 
-fh,~"•~ <~~~.b o.;f" 

the grocery store, they will start~ crossing the picket line." And he 

said, "I think you should insist on at least the equivalent of~~~ lnsv..r,nce.'' 

So any_way, 

Bryan Cooney 

day:s 1 

we went to the meeting, I brought this bright idea up. 9 

--~. ·. "'-lot of f\01'\S~e.., wW AAe. w,e._ ...v""'f ,."') ,.,bo...:t"j 
was absonutely sure tha~the strike xould be over in tnree 

they can't pack the peaches, 

and they got to pack the peaches. And the whole thing was turned 

down. And I was really very upset. And then, Clarence Holmes, who 

was originally going to be one of our plaintiffs ·in the coilrtcase, 

and who copped out- because he got fed ~P with the whole thing, said, 

"It;think that we should give some regard to the sister fdi'mm the sou~h, 

who seemed so vet:y concerned about the strike pay." Well, under Robert's 

Rule of order, a motion to reconsider has to be posed, all the rest 

of it ,and they had a great deal of guffufal. How to get this back on 

the floor again. But, they did manage to get it back on the floor, and .. 

it was agreed that we would pay 25¢ an hour strike pay. I wished I'd 

kept those minutes. I really do. That was the basis. That is what happened 
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AF: (cont 1d) isn't it? We kept tab. Yes, we paid for picket duty, 

we didn't pay the people that stayed at home. Lydia was one of the ones 

that I can think of all kinds of people that honoured the,strike, but 

never showed their face. You know, and I still honour them too. 

STI: So, you had this basic decision to go on strike.You knew what area you 

were going to hit. What was the process of actually mobilizing for the 

strike? 'vlere most worker:§! in the industry convinced that they needed to 

strike? Were the~e divisions around it, were there questions? 

AF: Yes, there were questions. And I'm sorry 'tMr one of the women that really 

questioned it isn 1_ t here today, she 1 s over in the Ko&te.rJ..~is and her 

name is Lil.....;.jz\!Yrivic. She was hoping to go back to Ireland, 

she'd been in Canada for some time and she was madly earning money to 

go back to Ireland. She loudly protested about the strike, she voted 

against it, she was very vociferous, and when the strike came off she 

went out on the picket line and watched her co-workers, who had voted 

for the strike and all the rest of it, cross the picket line. So, she 

would have another story to tell. She had worked at I&owntree 1 s, in 

Dublin, and she knew something about slave labour. She had a very 

strong feeling for the trade union movement. But she was absolutely 

oppos ed to the strike. Okay, I just want to tell you, twenty seven -
years later, it~ hard to realize how dumb you were. I didn't know 

exactly how, my brother-in -~aw had some experience in the IWA. My bw-others 

had some experience about being on strike. But, I really didn't know 

how you went about it. But I'd seen pictures of people carrying sand-

wich boards. And so, we entered the Oddfellows Lower Hall, and I bought 

a whole bunch of cardboard and I got some black felt pens~ and I made 

a lot of these signs 7 1' Our men work for a $1 .05 an hour." And, we got 

some string and tied them toge~her. I wrote a letter to Charlie 

Hamilton, who was the labour relations officer in Kelowna, and said, 
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? .\.0 'AF:(cont'd)"What do you do when you are on the picket line?" ·And, what is 

k the procedure?" Please, tell me." I didn't know that he was not the person 

that I should have written to. And good old Charlie , went and took the 

letter to Bryan Cooney and Bryan Cooney, who was the business agent, 

hadn't bothered to tell any of us how to act on a strike, blew his 

stack. He was furious, and phoned down and told me. 

SD: That's what I was wondering,•,;lihat role did the central union play in 

giving you support? 

AF: Bryan Cooney ? was so convinced that the strike would only last 

three days, that he didn't have to be concerned. And. the IWA -- «e 

belomged to the TLC at that time. There were two major labour bodies 

in Canada, There was the eanadian Congress of Labour, and there was the ll~~~s 

"'-"'tk. :babour CoA'!J'~• The IWA, offered to help support us. But because they 

belonged to the other Labour 1Q.}ongress, Bryan Cooney told them to buzz 

off. We didn't need their help. So anyway, I wrote to Charlie Hamilton, 

Charlie Hamilton took the letter to Bryan Cooney and Bryan Cooney 

blew his stack. And then the Oliver group rented the Oddfellows Hall, 

we went down and made all of these silly posters. And we all agreed 

that we'ddbe there at seven o'clock in the morning, all car~ng our 

posters. 

SD: Yeah. 

IEllie: How much were Y?U makin~ at that time? 
I~•nk. we.--- were.- I'J'\4.t::.j\j A-tZ>~~~.-~~<lA 1-S' 4;. 

AF :t1 . I don' t really remember .1 

K: So your slogan, "Our men are making $1.05 an hour, was an example of how 

low your wages were. 

AF: Yes. w..e felt .. that the public would be shocked if they Sl'\~ that the 

men were only making a $1.05 an hour. Well anyway, our men cheerfully 

walked ~~picket lines, After the strike was over,one of the_m 

said to me, "You CQIIle in too soon, you should have stuck it ou:t, we 
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AF: ( cont' d) settled for 5¢ an hour •• i" 

SD: Right- I'm just trying to get back to sort of consecutive order. 

AF: So at seven o'clock Monday morning, well no. On the Friday, manage-

ment was stringing up a P.A. system in the packing house. Friday or 

Saturday, I don't really remember1Lydia, Do you remember they were 

climbing all over the rafters, stringing up that~P.A. system and the 

P.A. system didn't work? And, then we were called to the end of the 

grruier and told to report to the ladies room, the ladies lunch room. 

And we were going to have a talk. And it was on company time so 

everybody went up to the ladies lmnch room to listen to this little 

talk. And. its a fair size room, and we are all standing around and 

then the manager gives us this tremendous pep talk. He talks about 

loyalty, and how the packing house has to keep operating, and what's 

going to happen to the fruit. And what going to happen to the farmers? 

And, I looked at the president of our union, who at that time was 

Milton Hallman. And. he sort of looked away. And I looked at John 

-~ J .,_..J.._ 
Sus~f, who was the Chief Shop Stewan~~t-/.we used to have regular 

11v».,t im>ol ueJ..... 
monthly meetings, one week ahead of the ibnion meeting, _ · -. all five 

packing houses, and we had shop stewards from every packing house. 

And we'd bring all our complaints thene. He •; looked 

away. And I looked aroun~, and it appeared that nobody was going to 

say anything. And. we had done alot of talking in the lunch room. 

And, I looked at people like Mrs:~ Foster, who basically didn' t know_. 
~ , 

should she or shomldn't she. There was Mrs. ~ the elementary sohool 

principal's wife. There was ~buszdrivers wife. And I looked at all 

these undecided faces and I thought,somebody's got to say something. 

Or else they'll all come in on Monday. And who's going to say it? 

vJeU 1 it appeared that Milton, wasn't going to say anything, and it 

appeared that Johnny Sus~f wasn't going to say anythi~g. And· so, 

vJhen 

v 
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AF:(cont'd) when you are desperate enough you say something! And I started 

out with a very faltering voice, "Mr. Morgan'~ ftnd Mr. Morgan 1 s wife was 

one of my best friends. It made it really very tough. In a small town 

when there is a friendship relationship based on church and ideas 1 Qnd 

they'd been to our place for supper, . I'd been to their place for supper, 

Suddenly we are in a very formal situation. And. I started out stam-

mering and stuttering, "Mr. Mor~a.n, you've talked a great deal about 

loyalty. I \>lant to tell you we are very loyal. 'vie are also very 

desperate. Ve are going to be out on strike. We've tried everything." 

You know J and I go through;. I think in my dreams, I 

must have rehearsed the whole dumb speech. I go through the whole 

thing. 11 VJha t happened our appearances in front of the arbitration 

-rh~t 
board? What happened in the biased news releases? And~ Mr. L.R. Stephens, 

who is your representative, recently said in a newsreport that he would 

venture to say that when we argued that a lot of fruit is sold on road 

side stands, he said . he would venture to say that not more1 

there was not more than three dozen road side stands in all of the 

Okanagan and the Kooteno.y' s ." A-nd, by this time I yelling, you know. 
,, ·II ; · 

~o a m '*:,. d'O 
Iwve lost my head anyways,,\what the hell. (Laughter)Jl''And the 

! .. 

other 

night my husband and I went on a car ride to Oso1_oos. 1 and we counted 
t:;{)er: 

forty-fourllroad side stands between Oliver and Oso~oos , a 

distance of thirteen miles. One was closed~ I'm going on and on and 

on and on and on. I don't really remember all the things I said. :But 

I remember ending up saying, " :But. Mr. M,crjtm 7 we want you to knmv 

3 
wert.-' loyal, but at eight o'clock Monday morning, we are going to be 

on the picket line! 11 And with that, I \valked out the door, and I 1m 

baWling, I'm going down the stairs.i!And tv10 men are following me and 

I can hear one say to the other, 11 'vlatch her.1 we are going to need her." 

I just didn't want anyone to see me bawling. And I rushed down and we 
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AF:(cont'd) had very elaborate washroom facilities at the Co-op upstairs, 

but n~bcJ~ hardlYl:.:er used them. And we had two little measly toilets

dovmstairs. And a place for the men, and thet"~ was a wash basin 

in between. So I 1m rushing for the wash basin1 I 1ve got to wash my face. 

I can't let the world see that I'm bawling. And that was it. that 
i.d ~-~,2-·J 

we walked out of the packing house. Now, in 1 7 4, his \[Mrs .~organ -.::... 

Charlie Morgan died a.!!iong time ago} he died in 1 62. In '74, F,Lg) Morgan, 

was back here and we were sitting on the front lawn_. in the moonlight, 

reminiscinga And. she said, "Alma, I think I should tell you~ that Charlie 

'""Cf 
came home from that meeting.-- v1ell, Charlie putc~o lilis hands 1 ike this, ! • .,1~ 

jl 

Alma, oli::ay. 13ut, anyways,"she said, 11 Charlie came home and he told 
t~ ,5 ive, 

her, it's reallyAunfair.the growers - affordAthose people a raise, and 

they shoilild.'' 13ut he didn't say so, but that same packing house~ the 

one that went against the Federated Shippers. You know, finally decided, 

that if had been left to them, they could have handled it better. 

END OF TAPE TWO SIDE TWO 

TAPE THREE SIDE ONE 

SD: Why didn't people say an~thing? Were they intimidated, or were they not 

commi ted to the strike? Why <i~id it fall to you to speak? 

AF: Because I 1m yakky G I don't know why it fell to me to speak~ I redly 

~ --
felt that Sus~f, or Milton Hallman~ the one is the president, 

the other is the chief shop stewar~~I really felt that it was up to them 

to speak. I tend to fin a vacancy, if there's a long silence, $&mebody 

has to fill it. I don't think that is the best way to do things. I don't 

know1 why wouldn 1 t IwJil ton Rallman,1, sa\J. something, \<Jhy didn 1 t Johnny 

Sus&rf say something. Nobody said ru1ything. 

L: Maybe, they thought you were better at it. A better speaker, or could express 

it better,. 

AF: No. I think they were intimidated. You know, we were not accustomed to 

,!) 

speaking out. In his official capacity John Sus~f did a good job. 
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{J ;:) l 

.v SD: It sounds~'like a plant where there wasn't alot of confrontation, on 

a daily level. 

AF: No, there wasn't. We didn't often have to go and argue with man~gement. 

You know, it was/ •• One of the criticisms I heard about me years after, 

when I became president of the Labour Council '~ause eight men asked me 
one...-

and the ninthAnominat~d me and the only reason they were doing it was 

because they wanted to keep out this guy who was a MisS' 0'\tA.llil.ffl>('· And 

a~'{S went to the press. And one of the critic isms that I heard ~ ,... 

~ell, ~y brother was furious about some of these 

things because I used to tell my brother everything. And, I said to him, 
oo.S ..,. 

"Clemence Holmes said, I am as good/\a:c;man anytime." And he said to me --· 

my b,rother was a feminist long before the feminist movement came along. 

And he glared at me and he said, " And you think that's a compliment~" 

(Laughter) But one of the criticisms then was that, Alma is a good 

trade unionist, but she's much too friendly with management. And_ 

I always felt that af:'tillh@ Oliver Co-op, I could say a lot of things, and 

do a lot of things, and get away with a lot of :things, if I did it on . 
II'\ 

a friendly basis instead of goingnand saying1look you silly bastard~ 

you are breaking the agreement. I could go in and say "LookJI think that 

if you are going to do so ana so, its ~ing to cost you mon~y. I think 

o> it makes sense, that I should come in and talk to you today instead of 
II 

comilirgs_in next Tuesday. I was friends with management. I actually liked 

Charlie Morgan, 1 liked Flo Morgan. When she crossed the picket line, 

it took me a long time to get over it. There was a dear little old lady 
,, ll 

t~ the picket line, and she would come mn and_God bless me every day 
Pelktlu } 

) rJ. 
'3. and she wore a hat. Mrs. Bob Venables Trandmother, and she 

would tell me how much she has done for the trade union movement and 

how she had worked with LQ~Jamieson to get equal pay for equal work 
!~w~r)... 

in Saskatchewan. And, she would talk to me andl\say "-you know., nobody 

would wear a hat in the packing house, it was ridiculous, wearing a 
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AF:(cont 1d) hat. But she \vould come there with her little hat. ~d she 
' {, .. ,. ' J ' -\."~c.zd ClO> V.ftJ 

she would say "God bless you";\ - I 1ve got to pay my water 

bill, you knovi!" She would cross. Yeah, she would cross. 

SD: Okay, you planned to go out at eight o'clock in the morning. What other 

plants vJere going with you? 

AF,~ Yes. All of them. All of them in the Oliver,Oso\f.OOs1 Penticton, 

All of them that were in the Pol~ar~ e~cept it didn't really affect 

them north of Summulo.~ at all. Because, they didn't have a feach crop. 

I would phone up to the Union office and say "Howk everything 

going up there~" and Ru.ss Leckie would say: 11 SilK horses abreast1 Alma, 

six horses abreast. I They U(:, taken down all],, the :r.efridgeration equip-
,, 

ment in the cold storage. And they are doing thisJ <!;hat and the n e.JGt .; 
thing to bugger everything up$ That 1 s great, there' were no peaches com~:i:ng 

in there. It didn't matter what they did up north. It was all geared to 

the south. l.r"( 

L: They did stand behind us, though~ 

\Nee..~s 
k\F: There's at least a two~difference between here and Kelowna8\r 

If we ever had to do it again;-'7well, I was in the B.C. Fedlie!Kcecutive 

and I discovered how stupid strikes can be. There were three really 
~Q- o 1~- i:,,:,"as 

stupid strikes in B.C., and one was the oil \vorkerS,j\ the tug boat op-

erators, and although the B.C. Fed. of Labour never said, the other was 

your strike Alma. You know, you should never go on a strike with a 

sixty eight percent vote, in the first place. When the oil workers went 

on strike, they had already trained enough management people to manage 

the plants that management could have held out indefinately. \{hen 

the tug boat Wcr~e-t} went on strike, they forgot to ask the B.C. 

Fed. , please co-operate. So~ they were out on their own. So, we've 

had some~tu:pid strikes. And our strlike·, \-las one of the/\ones. It was 
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rfll.11'1 
;AF:(cont'd) geared to peach time. That · me ;not~the crucial time to go 

on strike, The crucial time to go on strike is when the apples are 

coming in and they have to get them into cold storage. Sometime 

late in September would have been a much better time to strike. But 

they thought because peaches are coming in, peaches are~a big crop in 

the §outh Okanagan, ~ this is the time to hit them. It was tae wrong 

time, and it was the wrong ••• 

SD: So, they th~ht that they could cripple the growers really quickly. 

AF: They figured~uld cripple the growers and the growers would 

fold in three days. What happened was that the growers phoned all their 

friends and their friemd1 wives and theitneighbours and all these little 

old ladies who had never worked in the packing house came in and worked 
I tk~t ~. 

in the packing house. And, I don't know,,we were a bunc~ of innocents. 

SD: Did the wi~es of growefs. When you say they phoned their friends1 wives, 

Were these like large growers? 

AF: Art Garrishs wife never came to work. You knnw, he was the president 
€)}(/ 

of the co-op. None of the Hack relatives,~as far as I knowAcame to wor~ 

M" Charlie Morgan 1 s wife came to work, Alot of relatives suddenly appeared ~ 
1..\)(.e. 

came across the picket line.nBob Venables, rounded up everyone in 

his family practically, his grandmother~came to work. 

SD: Had these women worked in the plants before? 

AF: No. 

f- Susan: When you were thinking about going on strike, and figuring out how 

you were going to carry it, Did you expect that there would be so many 

people would be crossing the picket line? Like did you have that account? 

That there would be scabs involved. Did you talk about it at all, or? 

AF: No, ICrdon't 
~~"5"\'o 

onlyr\last three 

Q,r¥AA Co Go IW1. ,., \ 
think. ,Ilactual}y believedl\when he kept saying• · d's 

a.~ 'rt'l\ be-o~. '' 
days~ ~o me it was a total shock;to watch those people 

crossing the picket line and explaining. You know, the old lady that kepf 
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8 AF:(cont'd) blessing me eve~ay1 all the rest mf it1 ln spite of the fact that 

I was furious, I felt she was very sincere. _ She was desperate, 

, she had to pay her water bill. 

K: Did you heckle the scabs? 
\ c(J.,'t s~ 1 J. ~rt'1 sc:.J.., '111\\.. • 

AF: No, I didn't heckle the scabs/ABut to this day if I meet some of them 

that I really feel betrayed us, instead of saying hello to them, I 

look. in the st0Xe window. And its twenty seven years later. 

SD: What kind of co-ordination was there between the different plants? Here 

you are its going to be eight o'clock in the morning, what kind of 

co-ordination is there,=what kind of structure is there:, to carry 

the strike? Is there picket duty set up? Whats the kind of framework? 

AF: Each plant set up their own pickets and1it finally dawned on me, that 

there has to be some kind of communication, What's happening at the Oliver 

Co-op, I know. Lydia. is offering to lay herself across the railroad 
J.wJo 

track to stop taeAtrain, you know~ l can count on Lydia. I can count on 

!<A'"\ vu..l<-~ ' I can count on ~--~ll UVI.lCtWo • I can even count on the dumb 

people that got drunk the first night of the strike ~nd the police car 

came around, and I'rtt ~ so excited, you know 1 the police car is coming 
we..n} 

around, and they want to talk to the picket captain,~we ha~~no picket 

captain. But, somebody finally said, "Alma, you go and talk to them." 

I put my head in the window, and I have half an eyebrow left as a 

result of bumping my head in the car window• I went through the whole 
e~Y 

strike with adhesive tape.nAfter a couple of days, it dawned on me 

that there's got to be more •. For five days, I forgot that I was a mother, 

~~a wife, that I had a husband, and a family and they've got 

to eat. I wasn't concerned about them. But, then I started visi:l;;:til.g~tlhee 

other picket lines.knd my husband at that time was working for the gov-

ernment 1 Wilf Owan, who was a boss, who was a cousin of Walter Owen, 

who was the Ltelidn:m.mlt Governor, came and talked to me and said, "I 

v 
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AF:(cont'd) dontt think Alex should be seen on the picket line." Well, 

bully, I can't drive~car, I hadn't learn to drive at that time. Fortun-
- yn,'ilc./m.ll wAS on sf,.(J<.(..--

ately, my cousin was on strike f~ Copper Mtn.A and he offered to take 

me around. And it suddenly dawned on me, what we ha~ to do , is go 

around to the picket lines, and say like ~u~ Lec~~1we are going like 
eo~~~ ;, src.-* 

six horses abreast/at the Oliver Co-op, they are all picketing at Soui!;hern, 

Mack and Pits is looked after, Haynes is looked after. Then we would 
~-

c 
go and visit three paking houses in Oso~oo~s, and then we would go to 

,~leJt..N, then we went to Penticton. But, we didm' t J.q).ow, and now we 

realize that there should actually have been a bulletin, going out 

everyday, reporting to all. I n"er got to Summerland, bui:, I did get 
~ 

to the different houses in Penticton. It was~really badly managed strike. 

You know, ~we were lucky that we survived. 

Lydia: We didn't know the first thing about how to run, or what to do. 

AF: Or what to do when the train men let us know, that the trains wouldn't go 

through if we made an effort to stop them. Their contract read, that 

theycould only refuse to run the trains if thetl"' lit;etwas threatened, if 

there was a threat to life and limb. The head of the railroad union, then 

came down to Pentictipn, talked to the head man in Pentictmnr, of the 
1\0 

railroad union, and was told that~matter how sympathetic they were 

to the fruit workers, they would have to keep running their t~ain unless 

they were threatened. I didn't know at the time, but in 1 62, after a 

? . 

few drinks, he said, "Alma, have you ever thought how that stome got thrown th.r~~ 

the window of the guy +~rwas the head of the railroad union in Penticton, 

with the message on it?" And I didn't know. vltll, he had thrown the stone, 

so their life and limb was threatened. So, for two days the trains didn't 

come. And on the third day, Lydia offered to lay herself down. ~ne~f 

the men offered. 

SD: Your life and limb would have been threatened. 
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' AF:Well, you didn't lay down and the train very slowly oozed through. 

Didn't it? (L)- yes.) She was all prepared. But you know1 there was 

no use putting the guys on the spot either. Lydia could have . .SQ.pf'c! them, 

but,. what would it have proved? On the !'inal night of the strike1 because 
' 

I was on the excecutiue on the negotiating committee, I w~t up to 

Kelowna for a meeting. By 9 t~fumatime 1 I had gotten at least ten years 

older and maybe a few years wiser, I'd sat on the picket line at B.C. 

Shippers, and some o~ the people that I invited here today, aren't 

here. And they could tell you about it,~ Gordon WilSOI\ s4£d, 

"Listen to the peaches dropping". You could hear this, plimk, plunk, 

plunk, And Art Duncan said"/(hat's my orchard". But, there they were 

sitting on the picket line,fhen, this car came along and it had the 

three links of the chain of the Oddfellows Lodge and he drove through our 

picket line, and,at that pm~nt Art Duncan was an Oddfellow, Gordon 
v}Lt 

Wil~~ _ was an Oddfellow, I was a Rebecca, ~watched the three 

links of the chain go1'lSthrough. and I was simply livid. And so I got 

my cousin to drive me · 1 • home and I phoned the head of the Oddfellows 

Lodge and said, "Did you realize so and so went through our picket line?" 

As a result of the strike, I dropped the Rebecca's, I dropped the Canadian 

Legion, WEt .changed our grocery st0111e, we changed our shoe store, we 

changed our garage, and life was totally di~ferent. But that was one 

of the things that happened, people went through the picket line that 

there was no need for them to do it. There was Art Duncan, who had large 

orchards, there was Bill Bitterman, who had large orchards, there was 

Gordan Wilson, you know theF were ~a}l into peaches/ and they were all 

ready to let their peaches drop to the ground. 

SD: Were they workers also at the plant? 

AD: Bill Bitterman was a worker at the plant, Art Duncan was a worker at the 
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-- etlot ~ -t'l-tl'f\ wUt. wor~ G\i~ ~~we~. 

~F:(cont'd) plantt\ MaFY Wilson was the wife of Gordon Wilson, Gordon w:l~o{\ 

didn't work at the plant. There was John Lipkovitz J who had forty 

acres of orchards, and the Oliver Co-op went to htilm and said, "Your 
owt' 

two daughters in-law are~on the picket line and you are ~ bringing 

~your peaches and we don't have to pack them, 1rhey had better get 

back to work." John Lipko.,itz._ ... said, "Look, I have no contract with 

my daughter-in-la~ they can do what they like. I have a contract ..tith 
th4-t 

tge packing house. _ fl'kt contract saysi\I bring in my peaches and you pack 

them. And you go ahead and pack them." You know, this was the kind of 

division that there was. On the other hand, at the Oliver Co-op, there 

was Lucy Lipkovit~ , and Nina Fritz, and Nina's husband made her go back 

to work, they were sisters. And, Lucy's husband, I was on the picket 
\,.)~ l.ip~~h-

line one nightn E~rnienoffered to clean the clock for the brother in-law. 

These are the kind of things that happened. 

~D: So, there was ~remendous divisions in the community. 

AF: There were tremendous divisions in the community. 

SD: And so, there were people, you described a bit about what happened to you. 

Did you lose friendships, and were people really isolated, or did the 
social t 'k 

community kind of get reorganized? In terms of stuff after the s r~ e 

or during? 
wW t:tt ~ wl f'r,e"Asi-•.'ps? _...~ 

AF:AYou know1the people that I didn't admiren walked the picket line, _I 
j\0~ 

never regrettedAhaving them for f~r~nds anymore. The people that I 

admired are still my friends. Yes, there was. Did you (Lydia) lose any 

friendships? 
' 

\ \<.~ L-\ \<£.. 
L: I don't think so,ni madesome.AMary Arrow, you know she didn't belong to t 

th~ union then and Gilbert, you remember Gilbert, he was one of them 
~& 

that drove pr~tty close to the picketers. And,Awe became the best of friends 

after, when she sxarted working and became a union member. 

AF: I don't think you lost friends~f\ut there was a lot of division. For 

J 
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Ov)c 
~- AF:(cont'd) instance in my family, my mother and I were both on the picket 

line. I had a bmother-in-law working in the shop across fnem the picket 

line. He was anti-union. I had another brother-in-law that was very 

ambiv~ent about the whole thing. I had ~ third brother in-la.w that 

was IWA and G\. farmer ... J. I had sisters that were pro and con. But 

it never split our family. But it did split familla like the Flemings, 

'1rhere was Marion C~ell that was very active on the picket line, her 

brother Sammy Fleming was going the picket line, working at the pabking 

house. The other brother was a grower, the mother was a grower. You know 

there was a great deal of division in some familt~. How they reconciled 

it, I don't know. 

SD: So, that..,:division was mostly between growers and strikers? 

AF: The last night when we went to the final negotiatingccomm:tttee meeting 

wlriere we were folding. ''10¢ or bust~;; were settling for five cents. 

I waat, I had finally got a long white dress, in order to be a proper 

Rebecca. I was so mad~-I was going to the fimal meeting~-I weet home 

and cut off the dress and shortened it Qnd went to the meeting(Laughter) 

decided that I was never going to be a Rebecca again, I had nothing i~ 

cmmmon with them. I w~t to the meeting and we settled, we came home and 
c, 

it was nearly midnight and we met the president of the union, Milton Hallman, 

and he said, you know, and I'm rep~mting to the picket lines. The strike 

is over, we are setlling for 5¢~an hour. Milton Hallman, said to me, 

''Alma, tonight was a very bad night~ lhis is after Lydia had offere4id. tt 

la31 on the railway tr'acks1 and a few days later and the trains were 

still running through. And by this time)some of the picketers had 

decided that they too would stop the trains. And what they were doing, 

close to the CPR station they ganged up and they were doing a continuous 

round of outmarch, you know just walking and walking and walking and 

holding back the train. And Milton said, that what some of them had was 
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AF:(cont'd) big sticks under their shirts or coats. And he said, 11 There 

is so little difference bet\veen a group and a mob"~ He said, "One little 

incid!Bnt and there would have violence". And the g.cowers were lined up 

all the way up the hill, all the cars were shining down and \va tc hing 

this performance. I never sa~ it, so I don't know what it was like. 

But, according to him it was pretty dramatic. 

SD: How long were you out.? 

AF: Ten days, I think. 

L: I was trying to think, how long we were out. 

AF: Someplace there is a newspaper• It somehow seems to me that we were out 

for ten days. Don 1 t base your a •• 

SD: I'll check. Was that really hard in terms of people's ability to make it 

economically?,_ The people on strike? What was it that made you go back to 

work? A-'' 

AF: Well, because we finally d®cided that we had reached the end of the line. 

The shippers 111ere not going to come across with more than 5¢ an hour. 

L: Well, at least we made headway,we didn't have to go back for the same priGe~ 
(<l) h~t !.AS ~D 

AF:Cwe knew ·· _ the picket lines were ltleakening. 

SD ~ Why was that? Was it becauseof whw• 

L: All the·~ro;,J.U~) wives and their friends were in there working9 Dso we could 
WQ.j 

ha~e sat there, except for the five cents we could hav~ sat thereAlonger. 

AF: We finally realized that \-Te were beaten. 

sn: Mostly because of the scab labour force. 

AF: Yes. 

sn: So, one of things that have been;csaid about that strike is that there were 

'<t 

divisions between farmers wives, small farmers wives who supported the 

strike and large groweri \-lives who didn't. Who were out to break it. Is 

that accurate? vle talked a bit about this •. " 

' AF: I knoV-J that is Jane Falls impressione That was not my impression. 
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AF: Like Art wife never came in. 

L: Some of the big ladies didn't show up. Alot of them stayed on after that 

_ they got into the packing house._ 

AF: The big growers like Don Goversly, his w~e didn't come in. I think there 

was a certain amount of sympathy. No, I wouldn't make a division between 

the big growers and the little growers. I would •• 

Big growers as far as I can remember their wives didn't come. 

AF: No, none of them. 

SD: But, it was growers wives that did come in. 

AF: It was growersij wives and relatives. And suddenly some of our peopll) pe.opl~ 
. 1,}>,.' 

losing hope, and thinking this i.S:flhopeless strike, and 

because we recognized it •• ~ 

L: Some of them did go back didn't they? 

AF: Yes. Soel:n of them did go back. But, certainly the 
"" 

women were 

great. The ethnic groups, if you\'"e 5a1~ base anything on ethnic 

groups, they were great supporters. You know, even though they~quite 

understand the ,there was a priniciple involved, and they 

SD: How much did the fact that it was mostly women on strike affect community 

opinion7 ~id people react by saying these women are earning a second 

wage, they don't really deserve this kind of increase. Was there any kind 

of hostility because it was largely;female labour force? 

AF: Um. HovJ would I. 1 I know that there was a letter to the editor, and Ep. 

Hack W!JSO:t~( the letter, and J;i&teti: tthnt?Vl8i'j'!! highest of wages and ~o>v un-

1 reasonable we were. I don~t know how people reacted0 Its very~to tell. 

I think, I don 1 t know how many years later, 

t; eb.e was the /ani tor at the :legion~ He said, 
J 

went down~ it was the first time 
i:.:J~~ 

I hadtlbeen the iegion on Armistice Day~ 
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AF: (cont'd) And somebody introduced me to a big grower and he reached 

over and he said, 11 I 1ve have been dying to meet you" Now, I don 1 t 
{ ~ 

know how the average g.TJower felt. I can talk to people like Artpart! 

Eill Dell, the remaining managers of the packing house. I don't think 

there is any animosity there. Eut, it didi:spli t the community. It really 

did. 

SD: You mentioned earlier that after five days you~had a husband and children, 

to look after. What about other women who were on strike. What was it 

like trying to manage? \'Jere the majority of women married who were on 

strike? 

AF: The ~d~~bot. women, most of them were single. I don't know how it affected 

SD: 
~' .,. 
L: 

other women. Eut I was on th~ picket line from seven in the morning 

till twelve at night. So my husband didn't get meals. My kids didn't 

get meals, the billy goat got loo.5t-. (Laughter) :Ldon't k{l.ow how it affected 

other people. Euti 
' z· • ·1"" 

lMW:.VJas on the picket line alot. You vJere on 

the picket line alot. I think women ajusted theirl lives to 

the fact that they haa so many hours and they were going to spend them on 

the picket line. I'm sorry that Mary Kennedy isn 1 t here. She was on the 

( ' 
picket line alot. Dixie Wheeler.15he isn 1 t feeling well today~' 

What about unity? Did, how did it affect your home? Like your family. 
l'~""b~J,. ") 

Yes~, . Eut he kept saying"How much longer is this 
,, 

going to last. ll' You knm}•w•. you have to go today1 and that sort of thing. 

He had no.. At that time the union vms a new word, you know 0 Its be.e.r. a.. 
(). 

long time ago, and it was 1\ne\v word, so he didn 1 t really didn 1 t know 

just what the whole thing was all about, really. Except that we had asked 
(\. 

fJ!or, higher wages, . -- ' 
\vhich we certainly could use. 

SD: So did you have to sort of teach him about trade unionism? 

1: Oh, I have to be honest, he 1 s never •• He 1 s worked for Kenyan and Co. . 

and he's there and you either have to belong to the union or you weren't 
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L:(cont'd) working. So, you had to belong to the union. 

AF: I think since then Oliver has been much more trade union conscious. 

L: I'd say that this was the first crack in the ice sort of thing. It 

a was all new to everybody. I guess everybody was1!_robably shocked-.. when 

this happened. 

AF: It was the first strike in Oliver. k 
so 

L: Yes, that's what I say,.Apeople didn't really know what to expect and 

didn't know what it was all about you know. So they all learnt f~ 

then. 

SD: Did husbands generally support their wives on strike? Did women, what did 

women talk about on the picket line? Were they worried about the kids and 

because, I know that in other strike that has been a reallfactor, some-

times strikes collapse in fact.Did the women strikers feel the affects 

of pressure at home, and go back to work. 

AF: Okay, my husband supported me. _ In the case of Sophie fown~who I wish 
•I 

was here, her husband kept saying1 Sophie1 there's a principle involved 

and you are a member of the union, and you know what ~ou've got to do. 
,, 

r 
So he supported her all the way. Shirley Fretz who was also very active 

and who I tried to get a hold of, I don't know how her husband reacted. 

LH TriVic I don't think asked her husband, she just went out on the 

picket line. My mother didn't ask my father. My mother just, you know, 

I don't know whether gusbands were consulted that much. We were going 

out and that was it. 

SD: What did the husbands mostly do of the women on strike? YOu know were 

they mostly guys who worked in town and around the area. Were some of them 

growers? 
Bv.-t 

AF: Trivick wasn't a grower, your husband wasn't a grower.~Duncan and Bitter-~ 
wett. GJI ~roWef'4i 

man and Wilson~and they supported the strike whole-heartedly. ~he peaches 

could drop. And Lipkovi t=~: had forty acres. and he was totally in support 
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~D \ 
L,'<.. '-,.vlj..u~,,'r-~ 6JN• 

l- C AF:(cont'd) of"_ ... o\l.l-jJ\I' I don't know if you can say exactly. 

ill): You told Susandand I a stCi>ey last time we were here about Os~O.t}s, and 

shift changes. . . .M . 
AF: No, I would like ~oph,_~ _ to tell youi'\ becaustow I can't remember 

the mame of the foreman who did this dirty trick. ~ophie would really 

like to talk to ~ou sometime and she's in the K~s and:-cmaybe you 

~auld talk to her. But, he was pulling a fast one and she in her own 

stubborn way. Her husband was a customs officer and supp~ted her all 

the way down the line. 

SD: They were organized, eh. 

AF: Yeah, 

SD: We drove a long time last night.' 

1: What time is it gelhting to be, I'm supposed to be going to Ori:ille. They 

will probably have to get their own supper. 

AF: If you girls had to do it, would you go on strike? 

Why not. 
\ 

SUSAN: My mo therJ in :B.QCf:E!U .• 

-"'~ M.l AF: I think if A had one person in the whole rural area M knew any.;hing 
rea.\\'\ 

about strikesorAknew anything Vel~ ·much about unions it might have been 

a totally different matter. We were all amateurs. 

SD: I know another thing that happened to me;.olast time. You talked about 

athe women were more militant than the men, in the strike. 

AF: Of the women I phoned, that I invited here today, I repeated that 

question and the answer I gave you and they all agree with me that 

wnmen were really more militant than the me~ere. I didn't ask you. 
I 

~ 1: I ·with you. 

SD: Why. 

AF: Why was that? 
\, 

SD: There's an easy question for you. \ 
/ 
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AF: I think be~women are more rational than men1 7hat once they make up 

their mind and decide that they are going to go this far~ they are pre-

pared to go all the way. I don 1 t kno\<J why. Why \vere the women more mili-
i' 

) 
tant':'than men~ I still can't understand 

(0 (~)·(,. 

ific the president of our union 

~ 
wasn't as militant as he should be. I can't understand why Joh~~1 Susoeff 

wasn't as militant. And when the court case started out and I agreed 

to be a very reluctant witness, and there was a endless list of men 

who \vere going to be involved in the court case. There was Holmes and 

Sunderman. and somebody else and somebody else, and suddenly its a case 

of 
v~ 
-'·. I don't know what happened to those men, Did they feel that 

there was too much at stake for them to get too much involved? I 

SD: Well, one think that I wondered was there more of a social support 

kind of network between the women,~hat could keep them going? The 

women kind of take care of each other better than the guys, did. 

AF: No. I am sure Lydia never started out thinking that she was going to 

lay down on the railway track. I don't think I ever started out think-

ing I was going to make a speech cont~adicting the packing house manager. 

:Being of German lutheran backgwQund, being basically obedianty I'd 

never in my wildest dreams, seen myself as that kind of a rebeik. vihy 

did we support each other? We just felt that it was naecessary, and v1e 

knevJ each other. I think we had more in common with the other women 

thanllthe men. In the end I despised some of the men. I was brought l;lP 

to believe that men were all knowledge~milie and all powerful and all 

the rest of it. But lli~lwatched them and they copped out. I certainly 
Of\ 

would have counted on the women far more than~the men. Li¥~ Tibbick(?) 

is a person that I admire. Even though I violently disagreed with her 
(<~r;,.t t:.;vA 

on a great many things, she had the guts to~ say, "I talked against it 1 

I voted against it, I'm opposed to it, I want to go to Ireland, but 

dammi t 1if the majority says \te are going on strike, I 1m going to be out 
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, AF:( cont'd) there on the picket line." I don't know. I don't think · , we 

were totally rational. k 

SD: Whatever it is, you were probably really angry, toO; 

AF: I really did feel that the growe~s could afford to give us a better deal. 
I 

With my whole heart, I felt that if they~building swimming pools. and 

buying euicks, and bragging about their income tax, then I feU that 

someplace aJI5'"t} the line, if they want the work done for them, they 

can afford to do a little better in the way of pay than they were doing. 

And, because I'd been had right from the very first job I'd had when 

I worked for three dollars a mo~fuh and worked for a month and five days --

I think I had a very basic sense that at some place along the line, 

there's alot of injustice )in the world. And ' although its not my function 

to c~reect it, I'd better not go along supporting it. 

SD: Were there isssues that came up in the union at all that you could call 

women's issues? Like now there's sexual har,assement, there's equal pay, 

' that kind of thing. Was there anythtng at that time taat.time 

AF: No. No. I think the issues we~e mainly monetary, they were no phil-

osophical. 

SD: Okay, how about women being represented as shop ste~ards, and in the 

leadership of the union. Were there many women that were in elected 

positions? 

L: I think there was mmre women than men. I mean in our locals here. 

AF: Yes, there was quite a few women shop stewards. When I first ~ot 

elected to ~he union ex ecutive, there was one other women on the ...., 

e~~ecutive. It was not that common. When I first started going to labour 

council meetings there were alot of women attending, but there were 

not that many women in the ex~ecutive positions. But I never felt that 

I was discriminated against because I was a women. But I think that 

alot of women. hesitated to take ex~ecutive positions.But I don't 
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AF:(cont'd) think ._ . men would .h£Wt. SfopfetA fi~. 

L: Yeah, I think that they figured that it was sort of a man's ijob, being 

up at the table and ~oing all these things. In the beg~nning any way, 
wer 

afterwards, you know - -' sort of got to thinking and wheru~the women 

took over, it was just as good or JIIA.'fb&' better whan the men ro.n i~. 
-~.",J 

SD: Did women speak in un~on meetings? Were they comfortable, or was there 

alot of intimidation? 

AF: No, ~o, women spoke up in union meetings. No, I don't think I ever felt 

that I was discriminated against. Maybe I'm mistaken, I never felt that 

there was any discrimination because of the fact that I was a women. I 
'!! 

rlVer felt that there was any roadblocks, because I was a women. And we 
wom~ 

~- alot ofl\shop stewalr:l'd.s, .:. 'We would have to question them and 

see how they felt about it. But. I have _n6f:'· heard of any woman since 

saying1because I was a women I didn't get to do so ana so. 

SD: How about theyguys in the union, were they fairly comfortable with 

women assuming leadership roles, or being active and Yocal? Was there 

any hmstili ty or 

AF: No, . not as far as I know. I was the only women on the ex.~ecutive of 

the ~it and V'e~table for years• Qnd one time, I was furious because 

I was secretary, I wrote the official ex;.:.ecutive report. And we were 

sitting in a hotel room and I was reading this off, you know, and they 

all had to sign it 

terribly agreeable 

contributed to this, 

had?" Well they were 

and we had to get Photo copies. The¥• are all 
El't.d-\'1 how 

and I blew my stack and I said," 1\ much have you 

except for your signature?" "How much input have you 
v)~j 

duly subdued. But they dmdn't do anymore the next 
i 

year. They were quite willing to let somebody who was willing to do all 

these dumb things to keep on doing them. So. I never felt that there 

was any animosity. 

SD: What happened after the strike? 
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AF: The morning after. The first morning ~.{n we went back to work. Lydia 

what happened to you? 

{i: I can't say too much because I was back there at my la.bell1~ machine. And 
'----

\+'wail!: so glaed up and so messy, 1cause this young girl had taken over my 

job, you know. ttf\tl hu Ja..A. was one of the,-- I think! he was one of the 

bosses in the cold storage, and it was his daughter that ran the macNine. 

t.Jiv.l,t u-
Well, A job' I had to get everything back into shape to work with it 

properly. And then, I was sort of ~ the back of the packing house. I 

didn't have really too mych to do with the rest of them. So, it all 
_, 

seemed to blow over, and that was that. / 
---·=-

AF: We had a pep talk fo~ the manager, first thing in the morning. And he 

• ' I\Ou) 
was \Jet~ ftheu~, thatAthe strike was over, he didn't want to hear anymarre 

abput it. Some of us had been on the picket line, some of us had crossed 

the picket line, he didn't want any recriminations, he didn't want any diseu 

cussions. He just wanted life to go on. We all went back to our usual 

working positions, and li~e went on but the one thing that really bugged 

ihis guy that had consistantly crossed, the picket line 
o.JU 

came and 

said to me, "Alma, you came back too soon, you should have stuck it out 

to get the 10¢ instead of the 5¢. 11 If I'd have had an apple boil!: · 

in my hand, I would have bopped him on the head! That was the only person 

that really annoyed me. I was in the packing line-up and it's very formal 

sort of a line-up. So, what the Oliver Co-op tried to do, they like to 

put friends together, and they like to ~ep enemies apart, and this type of 

thing. They like to keep the good natured ones together and the bad 

natured ones in another section. All this kind of thing. They didn't 
tb.~d 

want any problems, you know, I think conversation wasAstilted for 

a few daps, we talked about the weather, rather than any other thing that --was happening in the world. But eventually A after all1 we were, all people1 
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AF:(cont'd) 
al' we.. werenworking for our living; ;le were all working at the 

Co-op. And it'~ going to be better for all of us if we don't get into 

any kind of fight. 

SD: Did you sign those people who had scabbed into the union eventually? 

AF: Yes, eventually. They became secre~aries of the union, they became 

presidents, eventually: :But it took a long time. 

1: Remember the day that the sorters wanted to walk out? I looked up, I 

was in the back, it had nothing to do with me, I see thPm all standing. 

They all have stools to work and they claimed that they could work 

better by standing ¥P, than by sitting down. They took their stools away 

for how long? Oh, a day or a half a day. Anyway, the sorters are all going 

out on strike. It would have been an illegal strike. :But by golly it 

didn't take very long, those darn stools were back. And it was also 

brought up at the union, because if yoJretired standing --··you'restanding 

on this leg, like a chicken, back and forth and pret;y soon everything 

hurtsL Well, when yoJ~are all tired and all h~r~ing, you can't do your 

best work. When they were sitting, ~~could do way better. You could 

still stand up if you got tired of sitting. :But I couldn't believe it, 

along come this ~oggone little thing and they .loaded up all the stools, 

~~I thought now what1 are they firmngall the sorters;, or what's 

happening here? 

AF: Oh yeah, management, once in a while really got kooky ideas. (Laughter) 

And 1 this idea of taking the stools away fwam the sorters. Well, actually 

in a way some of the sorters, liow do you put it? I always tookc the 

position, all our guys wear white hats, all our union people are good 

guys. I spent ten years on the laymens board of the Unemployment {nsur-

ance 6ommmision, listening to appeals. I realize of course that not all 

our people wear white hats, some of our people pulled fast ones. Okay, 

so managemet got this bright idea that some of the sorters were sort of 



AF~(cont 1 d) taking the easy way out. You know, they were resting on their 

elbows. And the foreman used to go around 
II~Affje, j~, 

and say1 G\.i"'~ both hands 

fl on the belt. But, I know all kinds of sortersnwould takenan apple 

and twiddl~ ±;tr 1 and look at it. and put it in the other hand and finally 

put it on the belt. So management thought if they took the stools 

away, you knovl g the sorters would have to stand up and be alert. v·Jell, 

we didn't agree. You have no idea hov.J tiring it is to stand nine hours 

in one spot. It. didn 1 t last very long~ No, once in a1~hile they had 

were some of these sorters, people who had crossed the picket line? 

1: I imagine there \vas a mixture. 

AF: I W~\J:~~~\ thin..l< so. By that time they ·were pretty ·well assimmilated. 

SD: Could you tell me kind of briefly what happened around the various raids 

on the union. You said that there \'ias an attempt to set up a company union. 

In an attepmt to bring the union to the ~eamsters. Could you maybe describe 

those. 

AF: Um. Well~ the Teamsters came into rescue us or to liberate or to help us, 

in the midst of the strike. And one of the~~um-tums was, the view in the 

'Eeamsters Union1you would be getting de!_cent strike pay. You would be get-

ting the equivalent 
) 

of your days \~ages. Which really made an impression 
( 

on alot of people. You know like'~ it really did make a big impression on 

alot of people. Then after the strike vJas over, "'1e had a meeting in the 

Legion Hall in Oliver, and there were nine teamsters there. And nearly 

all of them vJere broad-shouldered 9 you know. So, alot of people became 

pro-teamster • Then there were people like Joe Hine who had 

crossed the picket line in the Oliver Co=op, and a fe\.;r others. And 

they decided the thing to do was to form a company union. And then there 

v;ert.some of us that didn't want to belong to a company union or become 

pro-teamster. And then v1hen \ve had our convention, fourteen of us 



AF:(cont'd) walked out of the convention. And nine of us remained the remnant 

of that walkout union. And Al~ ff~;mald:-'and S~Jmeil decided that \ve 
~· 

me~''"""', 
should just pretend that this vms the official union!! and""'carry it on '~'~ 

And first of all vle searched the room to see if there were any 

bugs. It! e wouldn 1 t have recognized a bug if we h..ad found one. And v.1e 

formally carried on the union meeting. 
,.:; 

I didn't r~lize;at that time1 
" 

that this had to be a legal procedure/ So that we could claim that we 

\>Jere the official union 4t·1d, if and vJhen if went to a courtcase ;Ali)( 

rf~t~.celonald would have a leg cto stand on. 

that were going on behind the scenes. 

I didn't realize alot of things 
wAdi.., 

I didn 1 t realize l'lhyi)Schmiel \'Jas 

so interested, why Joel J!Iorris. loJas so interested. I didn 1 t realize 

'tJ' 
•.Nhy the carpenter's \vere so in teres ted. You kno•.N, ff\ they were all mainly 

interested in keeping the Teamsters out. 'l'hat vJas the whole thing. 

SD: So at the convention did they initially vote to move over to the 

Teamsters Union, by majority? 

AF: Uhm, hmv did that go? First of all there was aLlittle gimmicky thing. 

I would have to think about it. Al~t:~tfil9£cbnald 1>ras there, he had come 

there as far as I was concerned uninvited. He had come there, uhm;~ I 

don 1 t knov< hew· .. he had come there •••• 

END OF TAPE THREE SIDE TvJO 

TAPE FOR SIDE ONE 

Ali'· .L • 

• .fill 
••• motion to not allow Al~ ~\:',c~..onaldVspeak. Then there was another 

gimmicky thing and, they were not going to pay the expense accounts of 

....<" 
anybody that didn 1 t support the teamsters. You know. we were going to be 

outcasts. So, there was going to be fourteen of us. And, that mad~ime 

mad • You know,~it was a lousey little expense accoLunt for your hotel 

room, and I think ten dollars a day for meals. And they vrere going to 

scare people off because of that if they didn 1 t become 'leamsters, they 

\Wuldn 1 t have this !P~id. And actually the two \w·ometL from Creston 
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AF:(cont'd) were desperate enough to have to sign it. I felt toot there was 

no way that we~were going to be intimidated. So, when that motion passed, 

then fourteen of us walked out. And then we went to room 222. And, Al~ 

N\~nald insisted that we carry on the convention. And. I really didm't 

know what was ha~pening at that point. Eut somebody had the bright idea 

that the room might be bugged. and we examined behind the curtains and all 

the rest of it, we wouldn't have mnown a bug if we had found one. And 

we carried on with the convention. Then there was a motion at that meet-

ing that this constituted the continuamd:on of the proper convention of 

the fruit and Vegetable ~rkers ~ion etc. etc., so we were legal. 

We didn't really know what was happening to us. We were sort of pawns on 

the power struggle between the lliA, the canpenters, the railroad workers1 

"1one of whom wanted the Teamsters in lb.ere. The UPWA, you know, they all 

... ~---·~-j;).acL . .a.--ves.:te<L.inte.re.s±.irl,J~~-~P.~-~~---~~~-!~~~-~-~£~ ... ~~~ So. anyway, as a 

result of that, I agreed that I would be a very reluctant witness, if ctC\t\W~ 

when we had a court case. And that's how I carne to be the chief plamftf.f •. 

Because. I didn't know what was happening yntil, I got the letter fmom -- II.,/ 
the other side, about the eJX:.arnination for discovery1 o.nd whereas Miss 

Foulds, you have agreed to do so and so and so and so, therefore would 

you please present yourself at such and~::rsuch a time.11 And then I got 

excited. Then I phoned Al~ m~ald and yelled at him a little bit. 

I didn't even know what a plaintiff was. I didn't know the difference 

between a plaintiff and a defendant. So, your book can't be very flate 

tering to us. 

SD: Well. 

AF: I ~er tho~ght about before: ¥ho would have ever thought that you and I 

7 Sort af 
would go out on strike. You know1 its like going naked in public• 

You know, you are exposing yourself. 

still 
I 

there's a before and after. 

It's only a smailil town. Eut, it~ 

o.fhr 
You can never go back again~ 
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) oMe,... 
tl-AF:(cont'd) you'vef\shown up at the picket line and made an issue and put 

your name in the paper- and written letters to the editor. Youremarked. 

I heard Professorj\well at one of the first labour schools .. I was 

at in Parksville-;.,- Professor Noel Hall made a remark about this• "/ou 

know it's very easy to remain anonymous in the city. It's not that easy 

to be anonymous in your home town, where there are onl) so many people} 

Qlld you belong to certain organizations and you play bridge. \-1 ell, I 
b~· 

didn't play bridge I\ I was active in a lot of other things. It's not that 

easy to be anonymous1 for ever after. You know, you are known, for your 

~ stand one way or ~ther. 

SD: I bet people still react to you, from the strike. 

AF: I imagine so, yes. Eith~ pro or con. I don't need a placard, when 

I~m introduced to somebody. I can tell they are pro-trade union or whe~fue~ · 

they are not. You know, this kind of th~ng. yeah. 

SD: Are the packing houses still organized, in this area? 

AF: It has greatly changed. There used to be twenty-eight packing houses. 

I don't know how many there are now. The Oliver Co-op has swallowed up 

the Southern, it swallowed up Mac and Fitz ana Haynes, and Keremeos, and 

K~led,~~ So, you know ••• 

1: They are are all in one big •••• 

AF: I think that the other thing that is happened1 they have not so much 

become automized. No, is that the right word. As mechanized. Yes, yes. 

And they have more professional people, now running the packing house. 

; lt used to be that if you were the box boy when you were ~~tee~ 

by the time you were sixty-five you might end up as manager. They now 

have more professional managers. The whole thing is mych more business 
that we went ou h 

oriented. There is no longer the silliness when we could ask management 

to use the bulletin board for our own purposes, to give our own messages. 

7 
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1: You didn't hear how that turned out at Haynes about the seniority. 

AF: No. 

1: I heart they went to the Labour Relations Board and all over. They want 

you see the seniority they had there, they wanted to apply to the Co-op. 

So, I haven't heardJ 

AF: No, I haven't heard either. I had a pgone call from Brian Armstrong. 

But, I haven't heard since. I have a date with him one of these days. 

No, the whole s~tu~tmon has changed a great deal. I think, I really 

think packing houses are much more efficient, they are much more conscious 

of their labour relations. They are much more conscious;-at one time 

they had such a lot of leew~y. Uhm, you could work attmhe packing house 

for sixty days ~ before you got on the seniority list. And. they had all 

that time to judge you. Which meant that you could work a couple of years 
q 

in the packing house. Now, we havevmuch shorter period. I once said 

to them, "How do·, you judge a new worker1" You know, this was, 

we used to have quarterly meetings. And we were arguing that they didn't 

need sixty"days to l)udge a worker. You know, if they were management, 

they should be smart enough to size up that worker within thirty days. 

They didn't need to keep them dangling for sixty days. You know, it was 

to their advantage, to keep them dangling for sixty days. You know andd 

it could go on for several seasons. I know alot of other outfits 

do this. SuperValu , Joes this. You know, you have to have x number 

of hours before you get on the list. So, what they do is cut down the 

number qf hours and you can work there five years and you\estill not 

really on the seniority list. So, we were argi~ng this whole point. 

You don't need sixty days before ~)t get on the seniority list. How 

do you judge them? Tio
1
you touch them and see1like the American Army did? 

+ht-t 1rer €.\No\ -t'W1 '~ 
If~ warm , l are alive and they blink. Well, there was alot 

of giggling, but we finally made the point. That if management is '~~~ 
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V· AF:(cont'd) rjhey don't need sixtydays_ to judge a worker. They can figure 

out who is a good worker and who isn't. Well. their argument was on 

the other hand, some people can pull off fast ones. You know, and 

be a good worker for the thirty days and then measly. Well, okay that 

can happen. 

SD: Okay, so I had a few little details that I wanted to ask you. One was 

did men and women do the same work? 

AF: No. Not really. At one time men used to be packers. Bryan Cooney, who 

was our business agent, had been a packer. Uhm. 

1: ( •••• ) ksed mo be~remember. And he used to1 when he packed ne stood the 

other way. And( we used to get such a bang out of it1 ~e...Off~tu.-tfJ.~11-<.. 
girls. That's the way he used to pack. 

AF: No, as a rule men didn't do packing, men didn't do sorting. The only·· 

male sorter that I knew of was Clarenc~ LaBounty. 

1: And, there1.,1was a Mr. Green, with a bad leg. 

f· · AF: Yup. Clarence LaBounty had a wooden leg and he wanted to work in the 

packing house ~nd he couldn't be a packer . so they let him be 

a sorter. As a rule, women didn't do, at one time they used to hand make 

the boxes. WomJ' didn't do that. Men did that. Wom<en were usually sorters~ 

packers, stampers, checkers, and Lydia was the uhm. 
wo....-K. 

Yeah, I used to make up in the winter time, I'd make up the shook' ·.. iW!:,:l::;h 

the shook you know. Make it all up. (What's a shook?] Label it, the little 

apple box of wooden .. v/hen they packed in the wood. I had to label 

those all and restack them so that they'd be all ready for 

them to put into the machine to nail. I was in the winter time doing that. 

It was strictly on piece work, you know. A\ 
AF: Because of seniority. But, as a rule women didn't work in cold sta!l1age. 

They didn't do any trucking, they didn't do alot of things. We had a 

women food inspecd:l<!lr. But, usually that was a man 1 s role.~ 
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C SD: Did the women ever try to get into jobs that men did? 

L: I don't think we were, not when we worked. Now, I see that Evan_p girl1 

she's out, she's been doing that for a couple of years. She takes the 

bins, she drives one of those little thing~ma-bobs. She stacks the bins. 

She gets mer!s wage~ You know, outside and brings the apples in and that. 
d.ol\1-- eo e/ 

AF: Inthink that women aspired to working in the cold storage. It was 

very unpleasant. We didn't try for those kind of jobs. 

~~D: Did men make,~ly wages and women piece work? Or, was it all piece1 

AF: It was piece for the packers. 

L: Harder than the cold storage, and those guys are all on hourly. 

Susan: How much did you make? If you were doing piece work? Was that above 

your minimum wage_7) 

AF: Well, we had. Yes. You know, if we didn't make our minimum wage for a 

couple of days in a row, the foreman would come around and be very 

fusing. You know, what you were expected to do on piece work was to 

make above the minimum wage. Now I always felt very strongly that if 

the packer, now I was a packer, but I'd also been a sorter. I felt very 

strongly if the packers did well it meant that the sorters had worked 

very hard. You know, to get the apples across so the packers would have 

a lot of apfles. If the packers ddd well, the other end of the line 

which was the stampers and the checkers, and the box machim.e, and 
~ 

--~ --~ 

the gluers':- _ wouldfl have to work very hard. And I thought it was very 

unfair, the packers were the pushers. You know. And because I fe;t;t 

very stronglyAand I enjoyed paCking, I was not a fast packer, but I was 

a conscientious packer. Because I felt very strongly that it was unfair 

for the middle group, to be the puShing either the top group or the other 

group. That it wasn't fair that we should have piece workers in the 

middle. So, one year in negotiations, I had the brilliant idea that the 

sorters should get three cents , an hour extra, over and above the 
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AF:(cont'd) minimum wage, just for sorting. That was a great idea. Except, 

when the packing houses finally agreed to it, it turned out to be an 

absolute disaster because if a packer was sent up to the sorting table 

she still got the minimum wage. 

you had ltio be k.b;HJ as sorter. 

She didn't get the extra 3¢. You know, 
13~~.-t 

It was dumb. _ now there's less and 

less piece work in the packing house. 

1: The big Co-op now they haven't got piece work. 

SD: Did you ever try to get rid of piece work all together? Or, did people ••• 
'-' 

AF: Oh, we talked about it. But, it never went through a convention, it 

was never accepted. Because, the packers always/ )ecauae, actually the 

packers could make very good money. Piece work brings out the very worst 

in people. And, it brings out trem~ous greed. Now, I have a woman that 

I quite well ·-~ f.ha t if her own grandmother was in the lineup, with her as F 
1(\ ~:~rJ...<f +o set-f14 ~h fC,O)C 0 

a paitker, she would have ruthlessly destroyed Grandma./\ You know, she was apfk:S' 1 p(4d(;Ul. 
like that. 

Susan: How much did you get for a bo~? 

AF: At that time we were getting 9¢ a box. 

Susan: And, how long did it take to do a box? 

AF: Well, not that long. But, we had to pack eleven boxes an hour. In order 

to make our minimum. 

1: Well unless you were in extra fancy, and you were in the C grade, well then 

you have noth~mg to do. You have to go and help somebody else. that was 

running over. 

AF: They had a very complicateJsystem. I often think that before I die, I 

should write the stou.y of my life. And tell my daughters what life was 

all about. They had a very complicated systemr.1 in the packing house. 

They were always three packers to a section. There was extra fancy, 

fancy and C grade. )o there was three sections going around 

the grader. And then there were usually, ,.no, there was usually two packers 
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AF:(cont'd) to a section. You know, packing by size. If you have too many apples 

you called in the packer behind you. She didn't have enough work and she 

would come and help you. And. you would tell her where she could pack. 

If you still had too much fruit, you would call the packer behind her, 

and then you could call the packer behind her, and then you could call the 

packer ahead of you. And then the next packer ahead of you, and then you 

could go around the other aide of the grader. Now, what this ruthless 

packer would do in order to make sure that }e always had lots of fruit, 

at the very last minute, she would call the packer behind her to come and 

hemp. You know, because she was moving into the next section. You 

would get packeJout. You know, and she would go into, oh she would call 

the packer behind, and the packer behind, and the packer behind, then, 

she would call the packer ahead. So, when she would get into the next section, 

she would go into a full section. She would pack madly. Well, anyway. 

SD: People must have hated her. 

0 
CLI' Oh, there was a few fruit hogs. 

AF: Yean,. they called them fruit hogs. (giggles) 

SD: That's incredible. What about seasons? Like, did women work 

year round eventually, or did you just work seasons? 
-•w-J 

AF: When I started at the Olivear Co-op, and I think _ ·, I started 

in '521 Q.t that time the longest season we had for the firs.t-few 

years 1 we worked as long as Armistice Day. That was a long season. 

SD: That's in November, eh. 

AF: Uh yup. But, now they work pretty well •• 

L: Now, they just about a whole year. 

AF: They work the year round. 

L: If they get a week off they are lucky. On account of the cold 

storage, CA storage. You see, they put them in there, and then 
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L: you can, they'll pack Delicious in ¢herry time. 

SD: Right, okay. Did the guys work year round? Like was there 

maintenance work that men did that was year round? Or, was 

it everyone that was seasonal? 

L: Oh, they kept the few of them that had senority in the cold 

storage. They kept them on,you know, in case they had orders 

for shipping. And, they'd have to have some guys. But now 

I think that they have more. You know, years avgo, they kept a 

few of them on. Like their mechanics, 7and the foreman, and 

all them. And then a few in the cold storage, they kept them 

on. And the other ones were laid off, and if they needed them, 

you know, they'd call them in. You know, we have so many ca./5 

to pack, or so1you know. 

SD: W'as-it shift work with you? Did you guys work shifts? 

L: No, well when the cherries were bad, and you know with all the rain 

and everything. Heck J _I re~ne-C'j'-'bu when my daughter was about 

thirteen years old1 fou know, and she went to work at night. 

The night shift, her and I worked the night shift. And, that was 

generally, you know. B~~ now in the apples in the last couple of 

years here in the co-op, they worked night shift. Just about 

every night. And I understand now, with them all corning into 

this one packing house, I was told that itk going to be twenty-four 

a day. 

SD: Really specialized high technology. 

L: Yup, three shifts, they are going to put on. That means that 
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L(cont'd): they can use some - _from the Haynes, and some 

from Keremeos, the ones that w~t to work. 

SD: You were working during the war. Was there a change in the labour 

force during the war? Like, did more women come in? When the 

guys were over seas? 

Alma's husband: Well, that applied to everything. 

L: Why, women come in from ah •• 

SD: For taking jobs, that I guess had traditionally been done by men. 

Like I know that in some industries, like there was ••• 

Husband: Oh, yes. Like when I come back from the war, there was 

• women still working, in different plants. This is in Winn,peg. 

And there was still women working in the plants. 

L: But, those years as I say, they still, I don't know where they 

found men somewhere, because the women weren't doing me~~ jobs. 

SD: Sure eh? (i think that's what you said. 

L: Not in the packing house, I'm talking about. No, they still 

had the men doing the men~, you know. But now in the last, as 

I say ;now in the last few years, they've, the women are, if they 

can handle a job, ~~an's job, they can do it. They get a man's 

wages and they are doing it. It's up to them. 

SD: Right.(Sigh) 
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